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This research explores a relatively new thermal remote sensing technique that relates
biomass consumption to a mid-wave infrared measurement of fire radiative energy
(FRE). Conducted in the 128,000 cubic foot combustion chamber at the Fire Sciences
Laboratory in Missoula, MX, fuel bed weights, trace gas concentrations, and thermal
images were concurrently recorded during controlled bums of wildland fuels.
Instantaneous rates of emission of radiative energy were determined for each image and
the total radiative energy emitted by the fire was calculated by integrating the
instantaneous FRE profile over time. A simple linear regression analysis demonstrated
that less than 1 0 % of the variation in biomass consumption, on an ash-free, dry-weight
basis, remained unexplained by the amount of fire radiative energy measured from
oblique viewing angles. Defined as the ratio of the total amount of radiative energy
measured to the total amount of fuel consumed, a fire-averaged radiative emission factor
o f 2.49 MJ/kg was determined by orienting the fire image plane parallel to the focal plane
o f the thermal camera. This measurement corresponded to a radiant fraction of 12.05%.
The influences of fire image plane orientation, errors in sensor-to-target distance, and
pixel heterogeneity on FRE measurements taken in the laboratory are also addressed in
sensitivity analyses. Furthermore, in a case study of the Black Mountain 2 Fire, which
occurred on the Lolo National Forest in west central Montana during the summer of
2003, the same thermal imaging system used in the laboratory was stationed atop a
lookout tower. A new method for georegistering high-oblique thermal images was
developed and a landscape-scale fire radiative energy analysis was performed. The
average emissive power for each of the thirteen thermal sequences acquired during the
incident ranged from 0.17 to 4.21 GJ/acre/hr. By extrapolating the linear regression
determined in the laboratory, these measurements corresponded to fuel consumption rates
of 0.09 to 2.32 tons/acre/hr, respectively. Since this was the first ground-based
deployment of its’ type, the capabilities and limitations associated with the measurement
of wildland fire radiative energy are also discussed.

Keywords: Fire radiative energy; FRE, Wildland fire; Biomass consumption; Emission
factor; Radiant fraction.
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CHAPTER I
A REVIEW OF BIOMASS CONSUMPTION AND SMOKE PRODUCTION
WITH A PRESENTATION OF CURRENT RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

1.1. INTRODUCTION
The environmental effects of landscape biomass burning extend from
instantaneous local changes to long-term global implications. At the finest scale, fire
consumes the available site-specific fuel, and depending on the intensity, removes a
fraction o f the accumulated organic matter above the mineral soil horizon. This
disturbance immediately alters vegetative cover, reduces the depths of litter and duff
layers (Sandberg 1980; Brown et al. 1985, Harrington 1987), and damages tree roots,
stems, and crowns (Ryan and Frandsen 1991; Ryan 2000; McHugh and Kolb 2003, Jones
et al. 2004). This tbermocbemical conversion process also deposits a new surface layer of
charcoal and ash both within and beyond the fire perimeter (Oblson and Tryterud 2000;
Earl and Blinn 2003). When coupled with first-order fire effects, second-order effects,
such as influences on nutrient availability (Brais et al. 2000; Spencer et al. 2003) and
hydrological processes (Beeson et al. 2001; Johansen et al. 2001), eventually alter
ecosystem composition, structure, and function. Through these pathways, fire is known to
affect succession (Foster 1985), fish and wildlife habitat (Probst and Dormerwright 2003;
Joly et al. 2003; Schurbon and Fauth 2003), insect populations (Hanula et al. 2002; SaintGermain et al. 2004) and the presence and abundance of fungi (Grogan et al. 2000).
Although the immediate terrestrial effects of fire receive popular attention, an
equal emphasis is being placed on trace gas and aerosol production in order to assess the
atmospheric impacts o f biomass burning. The injection of smoke into the atmosphere

immediately degrades surrounding air quality, limits visibility, and in populated areas,
raises concerns about public health and safety (Core 2001, Core and Peterson

2 0 0 1

). In

time, meso-scale and even regional atmospheric conditions are affected by pyrogenic
emissions depending on meteorological factors. In one poignant example, Robock (1991)
calculated a 1.5° to 7.0° C difference between measured and forecast surface air
temperatures, thus reinforcing the suggestion of Crutzen and Andreae (1990) that smoke
clouds have a daytime cooling effect. Ultimately, climate forcing is also possible since
the release of “greenhouse” gasses and aerosols influence atmospheric chemistry, cloud
properties, and the radiation budget (Seiler and Crutzen 1980). As a consequence, remote
sensing and modeling efforts are attempting to monitor and predict biomass smoke
sources, strengths, injection heights, photochemical reactions, transport, dispersion, and
removal.
Although the qualitative effects of landscape fires are well known, the magnitude
and extent to which these conceptualizations are actualized, however, remains
quantitatively uncertain. This is due in large part to the relatively unresolved spatial and
temporal representation of biomass consumption and smoke production.

1.2. CURRENT METHODS FOR QUANTIFYING FUEL CONSUMPTION
The ability to accurately quantify the amount of biomass consumed during a
landscape-scale vegetative fire continues to elude those studying, or attempting to
manipulate, the terrestrial and atmospheric effects of fire. Methods for quantifying fuel
consumption vary depending on the geographic location and extent of the survey,
temporal coverage, fuel complex and condition, availability of information and resources.

and the goal of the investigation. To provide such estimates, today’s algorithms rely on
empirical relationships, theoretical modeling scenarios, and expert judgment. A review of
the current state of knowledge is presented here to emphasize some of the more important
variables used in the calculation of fuel consumption.
On a regional or global scale, classification and computation methods are applied
most appropriately (Hao et al. 1990, Delmas et al. 1991, Scholes 1996a). These
approaches either directly obtain information on burned area, Abumed, pre-bum fuel load,
Fbiomass, and consumption completeness, Cbtomass, or they attempt to estimate or derive
these variables in order to calculate total biomass consumption:
biomass

^ b u rn ed ^ ^ biom ass

biomass

where:
Mbiomass ^ amount of biomass consumed (e.g., kg)
^ b u rn ed

= area burned (e.g., m 2 )

= fuel load (e.g., kg/m2)
Cbiomass - fraction of fuel load consumed (%)

F b io m a s s

Equation 1.1 is scalable and has been applied to both landscape and plot level
investigations. To quantify fuel consumption for an individual wildland fire or prescribed
fire event in the western United States, however, modeling and measurement techniques
are currently more predominant. Empirical and analytical models predict consumption
based on a description of the fuel complex and the environmental conditions during
combustion whereas measurement methods determine consumption from a physical
quantification of pre- and post bum fuel loadings. These methods have not been
developed independently, however, since empirical relationships and physics-based
models require experimental data for correlation, validation and/or the retrieval of heat
transfer coefficients.

1.3. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FUEL CONSUMPTION AND SMOKE
PRODUCTION
Since trace gas and aerosol sampling instruments are not deployed to every fire,
emission factors serve as the conceptual link between fuel consumption and the products
of combustion. Essentially, an emission factor is a mass ratio relating the amount of
product emitted to the amount of fuel eonsumed:
X E f;

[1.2]

where:
Mx - amount of trace gas or particulate matter x released (e.g., g)
^ amount of biomass consumed (e.g., kg)
EFx = emission factor for trace gas or particulate matter x (e.g., g/kg)
Emission factors are empirically determined by concurrently measuring both
Mbiomass

and

&laboratory or field setting (Ward and Radke 1993). Emission factors are

dependent on fuel characteristics, combustion phase, and the trace gas species or
particulate matter (PM) cutpoint of interest. They have been measured by a wide variety
of organizations and agencies and are oecasionally compiled into extensive libraries
(Andreae and Merlet 2001). To calculate smoke production for a given amount of fuel
consumed, an emission factor is either applied based previous work in a similar
environment, assigned according to expert judgement, refereneed in technieal literature,
or selected fi"om a default value.

1.4. PREVIOUS STUDIES QUANTIFYING BIOMASS CONSUMPTION AND
SMOKE PRODUCTION
In response to the management of activity fuels. Hardy (1996) focused on the
burning of piled woody debris. Specifically, a six-step procedure was outlined for

estimating the amount of fuel consumed and particulate matter produced per slash pile
burned. Parameters contributing to the final estimate included the volume and packing
ratio of the pile, the density o f the wood, the post-bum fraction of biomass remaining
and, lastly, an emission factor related to soil content. In general, point sources such as
these can be considered discrete. Therefore total values for a plot can be estimated by
summing the consumption and emission quantities from individual slash piles or by
multiplying an average value by the number of slash piles burned. Broadcast bums, on
the other hand, are line and area sources of emissions that encounter non-homogeneous
fuels and create mosaics of differing intensity, severity, and combustion efficiency.
Brown et al. (1991) conducted 36 prescribed bums in northem Idaho logging units to
provide plot averages of biomass consumption. Categorized by fuel type and diameter
class, pre- and post-bum fuel quantities were sampled at permanent locations along
randomly oriented transects. Ground spikes were used to measure duff depth reduction
and wire rings were used to measure downed woody diameter reduction. Although plot
sizes for this experiment ranged between Vi and I hectare, even larger events have been
investigated, like the Canyon Creek Fire of 1988 (Ward et al. 1993b). Here, fire pattems
were delineated across 76,112 ha through the interpretation of aerial photographs and
first hand observations. Fuel consumption by severity class was most often determined on
a daily basis, but for major mns, 2-hour increments were resolvable. Emission factors for
CO2 , CO, CH 4 , non-methane hydrocarbons, and particulate matter were applied with
respect to combustion efficiency (Ward and Hardy 1991). Still dedicated to prescribed
fire. Ward et al. (1993a) expanded their domain to provide a national inventory for the
United States. This study essentially multiplied the area bumed by the pre-bum fuel load

and consumption completeness to calculate the total mass consumed. The total mass
consumed was then multiplied by specific emission factors to yield pollutant production.
The actual figures involved were gathered from managers’ reports of prescribed fire use
and included, among other pieces of information, a customized National Fire Danger
Rating System (NFDRS) fuel model (Deeming et al. 1977) and consumption objective.
Much of the work gone into estimating biomass consumption and smoke
production has culminated into software programs. These packages are readily available
to a wide base of users and are designed to predict biomass consumption and species
emission, or to identify the burning conditions necessary to satisfy such a prescription.
Consume v.2.1 (Ottmar et al. 2001) estimates consumption and emission from the
burning of piled activity fuels, non-piled activity fuels and natural fuels. The piled
algorithm employs Hardy’s method (1996), as mentioned above, and for area bums,
loadings can either be entered by individual fuel component or by default Fuel
Characteristic Class (FCC) number (Sandberg and Ottmar 2001). Biomass consumption
is determined from regression equations previously fit to empirical data (Sandberg and
Ottmar 1983, Ottmar et al. 1985, 1990, 1993) while emission factors are similarly applied
with respect to fuel type, fire configuration, combustion phase and product species (Ward
et al. 1989, Hardy et al. 1992). As of yet, total estimates determined in this manner have
not been resolved temporally. Bumup (Albini and Reinhardt 1995, Albini et al. 1995), on
the other hand, uses timesteps to increment a heat transfer simulation. Here, convective
and radiant heat transfer is modeled proportional to the temperature difference between
the fuel surface and local fire environment. This formulation, coupled with the
thermophysical properties and moisture content of the fuel, allows for the calculation of

the element’s burning rate. This approach is capable of providing a combustion history
from ignition to extinction and allows intensity and mass load reduction rate to be
expressed as functions of time.
Overall, these applications can be used in a stand-alone manner or as peripheries
to other software programs. For instance, to predict source strength, heat release rate and
plume buoyancy. Consume v.2.1 can be configured to deliver inputs to the Emissions
Production Model (EPM) (Sandberg and Peterson 1984). Likewise, Bumup has been
integrated with FARSITE (Finney, 1998) to model post-frontal combustion.
Although the methods described above are well documented and repeatable, they
are difficult to validate by any other means. The decision to apply a classification,
computation, modeling, or measurement method is often uniquely dependent on the
objective of the inventory and/or the availability of resources. Occasionally, however, it
is possible to compare results obtained using different methods. This can be
accomplished when independent study domains overlap or when there is sufficient
information to pursue multiple methods in a single study. For these reasons, it has been
difficult to validate past and present estimates of biomass consumption and smoke
production.
Another limitation of these approaches resides in the fact that errors associated
with each term contribute to the overall error (Taylor and Zimmerman 1991; Scholes et
al. 1996a). When estimating emissions, it has been found that up to 80% of the error can
be associated with the uncertainty in fuel loading, 30% with fuel consumption, and 16%
with emission factors (Peterson and Sandberg 1988) and it is not uncommon to encounter

total uncertainties of ±50%, regardless of method. Consequently, a more accurate method
of quantifying biomass consumption and smoke production would be beneficial.

1.5. THE USE OF REMOTE SENSING AS A MEANS OF QUANTIFYING
BIOMASS CONSUMPTION AND SMOKE PRODUCTION
Remote sensing offers a calibrated physical measurement not unlike the trace gas
and aerosol sampling packages used in ground, tower, and aircraft systems. Remote
sensing instruments and techniques are designed at optimal wavelengths to measure
radiant energy that is reflected and/or emitted from surfaces. In general, the end product
o f a remote sensing mission consists of a single-band, multispectral, or hyperspectral set
o f images. One advantage that a collection of images has over a point measurement is
that complete coverage of the fire’s ground extents is usually obtained thus eliminating
the need to extrapolate point samples to area estimates. This advantage is exaggerated
from space where global coverage is achieved from satellite up to four-times daily for the
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) flown aboard NASA’s Earth
Observing System (EOS) AM and PM platforms (Kaufman et al. 1998a).
For over a decade spacebome remote sensing has greatly contributed to the global
monitoring of biomass burning. Active fire and bum-sear detection algorithms receive
considerable attention and are used primarily to record fire frequency, distribution, and
spatial extent. Kaufman et al. (1990) used Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR) fire counts along with a simultaneous retrieval of aerosol optical thickness
(AOT) to obtain seasonal particulate, CH 4 , CO, and CO2 estimates for the state of
Rondonia, Brazil. Scholes et al. (1996a; 1996b) related NDVI to fire area, modeled fuel
accumulation and consumption completeness to estimate the annual amount of biomass

burned, then applied specific emission factors to estimate the amount of smoke produced
in southern Africa during the 1992 Southern Africa Fire-Atmosphere Research (SAFARI92) field campaign.
Even more relevant to the topic, however, has been the recent interest in fire
radiative energy or FRE. FRE is the instantaneous radiative energy release rate of the fire.
The instantaneous power of the fire is semi-empirically defined in the MODIS fire
products as a simulated relationship between the total radiative energy emitted by the
target, the spectral radiant temperature o f the ground cell containing the target, and the
spectral radiant temperature of the surrounding non-energetic ground cells. FRE is
calculated by multiplying the instantaneous power (Watts per pixel or W/m^) by the area
of the pixel. Kaufman et al. (1996) suggests that the rate of emission of radiative energy
can be used to indicate the instantaneous rate of combustion. The rate of combustion can
then be used as a proxy for the rate of biomass consumption and product species
emission. The potential of this measurement method has been examined mostly through
radiant heat transfer simulations and full-scale field campaigns. For instance, in a case
study of the Quinalt prescribed fire (Kaufman et al. 1996), the rate of emission of
radiative energy detected with the MODIS Airborne Simulator (MAS) was compared
with Forest Service heat release models and PM 2.5 source strengths. Sequential
measurements of FRE over time allow the total mass consumed during an event to be
obtained by integrating the detected radiant heat flux over time. This notion was
supported anecdotally by correlating time integrated FRE to change in bum scar size
(Kaufman et al. 1998a).

To be able to quantify biomass consumption and species emission through
remotely sensed thermal energy, however, a relationship between the two must be
developed (Kaufman et al. 1998b). Although a small-scale experiment has already
attempted to quantify this relationship (Wooster 2002), the ability of this technique to
characterize the intricate nature of biomass combustion has not been fully explored.
Variables familiar to most wildfire scientists, such as fuel type, combustion phase and
combustion efficiency, may influence the emission of radiant thermal energy, however,
the manner in which they do so remains unexplained.

1.6. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The following research examines the mid-wave thermal remote sensing of
wildland fuel combustion, the potential of FRE as a surrogate measurement for biomass
consumption, and the utility o f FRE measurements to wildland fire research and
management. The study is divided into two components: (i) a laboratory experiment
conducted in a combustion chamber at the Rocky Mountain Research Station’s Fire
Sciences Laboratory in Missoula, Montana, and (ii) a case study of the Black Mountain 2
Fire, which occurred on the Lolo National Forest in west-central Montana during the fire
season of 2003. An introductory description of each is presented here.

1.6.1. The laboratory experiment
The goal o f the laboratory study was to concurrently measure biomass
consumption, trace gas emissions, and thermal radiant energy, on a relatively small scale,
in order to develop a relationship between total weight loss and total radiative energy.
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The ratio o f radiative energy measured to the amount of fuel consumed is defined here as
the radiative emission factor. Whereas emission factors for trace gases and particulate
matter are dimensionless, the radiative emission factor has the same units as the heat of
combustion.
A radiative emission factor is nearly the conceptual opposite of a traditional
emission factor; here the amount of fuel consumed is generally multiplied by an emission
factor to estimate emissions production. The application of a radiative emission factor, on
the other hand, is similar to a carbon mass balance. Given the elemental percent carbon of
the fuel is known, the amount of carbon contained in a volumetric sample of the products
of combustion can be related to the amount of fuel consumed (Ward et al. 1980; Ward
and Hardy 1984). Obviously all of the smoke emitted by a wildland fire cannot be
sampled, but for an ideal viewing arrangement, radiative energy is perhaps the only
product o f combustion that can be wholly measured, though spectrally and directionally
constrained. Once the radiative energy is measured, it can then be multiplied by a
radiative emission factor to inversely estimate fuel consumption. Furthermore, the
radiative emission factor opens two pathways with which to estimate smoke production.
The first pathway measures fire radiative energy, applies a radiative emission factor to
calculate fuel consumption, then applies a traditional emission factor to this value to
calculate smoke production. The second pathway measures fire radiative energy, then
directly applies a radiative emission factor to calculate the amount of trace gas and/or
particulate matter produced. The radiative emission factor can perhaps be more clearly
understood using this oversimplified equation:
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[13 ]

E delected

where:
Edetected ~ energy detected by the sensor over time (e.g., kJ)
Mx = total mass consumed or emitted for individual fuel or species “x” (e.g., kg)
EFx = radiant emission factor for individual fuel or species “x” (e.g., kJ/kg)
Note that in Equation 1.3, Mx is either the mass of the reactant consumed or the mass of
the product emitted, identified by the subscript x, and is specifically related to the energy
detected by the sensor via a unique radiative emission factor, EFx. It should further be
noted that the energy detected, Edetected, is at least dependent on the spectral band of the
sensor, the method used to calculate total radiative energy, and possibly the angle of
observation. Therefore the derivation of an emission factor assumes the following: (i)
spectral dependence can be neglected if the response function of the sensor is the same
for all subsequent measurements, (ii) method dependence can be neglected by applying
the same algorithm, (iii) angular dependence can be characterized by measuring thermal
energy from a set of observation angles along a single meridian, (iv) the entire crosssectional area of the fire is contained within the image field of view, and (v) the signal
can be integrated over time or multiplied by the sampling interval.
For the laboratory experiment, it is hypothesized that radiant energy has an
emission factor associated with fuel consumption, and just like any other product of
combustion, this emission factor is dependent upon fuel type and combustion efficiency.
In particular the following objectives for the laboratory experiment are:
(1) to develop a relationship between time-integrated FRE and total fuel consumption.
(2 ) to ascertain the effect o f viewing angle, fuel type, and combustion phase on the
measurement of fire radiative energy and the retrieval of radiative emission
factors.
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(3) to examine the fraction o f energy released radiatively.
(4) to investigate the effect of image plane orientation, sensor-to-target distance,
computation method, and sub-pixel thermal composition on the measurement of
fire radiative energy

1.6.2. Field applications
Since landscape fires are commonly observed from airborne and spacebome
platforms, the utility of this research resides in the ability to provide FRE measurements
during field campaigns. Without a provision for field measurements, FRE cannot be
assessed for inclusion into fire research and management. Furthermore, in an effort to
encourage scalable interpretations, measurements of FRE must be considered with
respect to the spatial and temporal resolution of the observation. Therefore the objectives
of the landscape-scale fire radiative energy analyses for the case study of the Black
Mountain 2 Fire are
(1) to remotely measure FRE from a ground-based vantage point.
(2 ) to examine the logistics surrounding field deployment, data collection, and
information transfer fi-om an operational perspective.
(3) to retrieve sensor-to-target distances through the georegistration of highoblique thermal images.
(4) to modify the FRE algorithm to accommodate typical sensor range
characteristics utilized during field deployment.
(5) to create temporal profiles of instantaneous fire radiative energy and area for
wildland fire events limited to ground and surface fires.
(6 ) to identify limitations of ground-based FRE measurements and determine how
they can be mitigated.
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CHAPTER II
LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS OF BIOMASS CONSUMPTION
THROUGH THE DETECTION OF FIRE RADIATIVE ENERGY

2.1. INTRODUCTION TO RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
Heat released during the combustion of biomass is transferred by three modes:
conduction, convection, and radiation. Conduction in a solid occurs when energy is
transferred through the atomic lattice by the movement of free electrons or by the
excitation of interatomic bonds. Conduction in a gas or liquid occurs when more
energetic molecules collide and transfer energy to less energetic molecules. Similarly in
convection, random molecular motions superimposed within a bulk fluid flow contribute
to heat transfer in the presence o f a temperature gradient. Whereas conduction and
convection require a medium to transfer energy, radiation does not. Radiation is energy
emitted in the form of electromagnetic waves, or photons, which propagate most
efficiently in a vacuum.
Thermal remote sensing exploits radiative heat transfer through the photoelectric
effect. Here, a detector with a spectral response sensitive to infrared wavelengths is
placed in the path of a photon train. As the beam of photons strikes the surface it liberates
a number o f electrons proportional to the intensity of radiation. Electrons flowing from
the detector are collected and measured as a signal such that changes in the photoelectric
current are attributed to changes in incident intensity.
The concepts introduced here are intended to acquaint the reader with the
fundamentals of radiative heat transfer and to define terminology as it is used in this text
(Table 2.1). For a more complete and intricate development of the subject readers are
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Table 2.1. Summary of radiative terms, symbols, and units used in this text.
Terminology

Symbol

- spectral radiance
- spectral radiant intensity

W ’Yn'^

- total radiance
- total radiant intensity

L

- spectral emissive power

E,

- total emissive power
- radiant flux density

E

Phonetic

SI Unit
•sr

Watt per square meter per micron
per steradian
Watt per square meter
per steradian
Watt per square meter
per micron

W

Watt per square meter

- radiative heat transfer rate
- radiant flux

Qrad

w

Watt (Joule per second)

- radiant energy

Qrcid

J

Joule

strongly encouraged to consult the comprehensive works of Modest (1993), Siegel and
Howell (2002), and Incropera and DeWitt (1996).
To begin by definition, a theoretical blackbody absorbs all incident radiation
(absorptivity, % = 1), is opaque (transmissivity, % = 0), and does not reflect any radiation
(reflectivity, pb = 0). Here and throughout this text the subscript “6” identifies a
blackbody as the emitting object associated with a radiative property. Now consider a
blackbody in a vacuous enclosure, under steady-state conditions, and in thermal
equilibrium. Kirchhoff s law states that the net energy transfer rate between the surface
and the enclosure environment must be zero, therefore a blackbody is also a perfect
emitter of all radiation that it absorbs (s* = 1, e* = a^,).
For a non-ideal surface, radiative heat transfer is dependent upon the temperature
of the object (7), the wavelength of emission (À), the direction of emission, expressed as
polar and azimuth angles relative to the surface (^and (0, and emissivity. This
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Figure 2.1. Spectral radiance as a function of temperature for infrared wavelengths
centered on three common atmospheric windows used for fire detection. The 3.9p,m
channel is also shown with the best fit power law relationship in red.

relationship is sim plified for a blackbody since the spectral intensity o f em itted radiation
is independent o f direction: such an object is term ed diffuse or isotropic. Furtherm ore,
given the fact that 8 ^ = 1 , the spectral radiance,

, o f a blaekbody can be expressed as a

function o f w avelength and tem perature alone:

[2 . 1]
expl

where h = 6.6256 x
constants, respectively,

-1

J- s and /: = 1.3805 x 10'^^ J-K'^ are the Planck and Boltzm ann
cq

= 2.998 x 10^ m s'^ is the speed o f light, and F is the

tem perature o f the blackbody in Kelvin (K). Spectral radiance (Figure 2.1) is the rate at
which radiative energy is emitted per unit surface area norm al to the direction o f
propagation, per unit wavelength interval d?. around the wavelength À , and per unit solid
angle about the direction o f propagation (i.e W-m'^-pm'^-sr'^).
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To calculate the heat flux per unit wavelength emitted into a hypothetical
hemisphere above the surface, the spectral intensity, the solid angle of the hemisphere,
and the surface area projected onto the unit hemisphere must be taken into account.
Although not presented here. Equation 2.1 is used to derive Equation 2.2, or the
hemispherical spectral emissive power, Ex,b^A,b

T) =

where Cj = Inhco = 3.742

x

[2.2]

T) = ■
C
/I' exp

10^ W*|Lim^*m"^ and

Q

= (hco/k) = 1 439

x

10"^ |Lim*K are

known as the first and second radiation constants. The spectral emissive power for a
single temperature as a function of wavelength is commonly referred to as the Planck
distribution (Figure 2.2). Quite often the prefix “hemisphericar is dropped to avoid
Visible
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Figure 2.2. Spectral emissive power for a blackbody at selected temperatures. The
visible and TVS-8500 bandpasses are shown in gray for spectral reference.
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redundancy. Spectral emissive power is the rate at which radiative energy is emitted in all
directions, per unit surface area, and per unit wavelength interval dÀ. around the
wavelength À (i.e. W-m'^-pm'*).
The total emissive power radiated by a blackbody is obtained by integrating
Equation 2.2 over all wavelengths. This results in Stefan-Boltzmann’s law:
E ,= c jr
where cr= 5.669 x 10'^ W-m'^

[2.3]

is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The total emissive

power, E, is the rate at which radiative energy is emitted in all directions, over all
wavelengths, per unit surface area (i.e. W-m'^). Since total emissive power is the radiative
heat flux emitted from the surface, multiplying this value by the object’s surface area
yields the radiative heat transfer rate, qrad (i.G. Watts). Furthermore, by integrating over
time, the net radiative energy transferred across the surface can be calculated, Qrad (i.e.
Joules).
In many applications it is necessary to know the fraction of total power emitted
over a wavelength interval, or band, from Ài to À2 . This fraction takes the form of the
following ratio:

E;,dX

Since the integrals in Equation 2.4 cannot be evaluated analytically, it is customary to
present the fraction of total power emitted as a function of XT (Figure 2.3). It should be
noted that the inflection point o f this function obeys Wein’s displacement law and occurs
at 2897.8 pm K, or at the peak of the Planck distribution.
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Figure 2.3. Fraction of total emissive power in the wavelength interval between 0
and X as a function of XT.

2.2. REMOTE SENSING OF FIRE RADIATIVE ENERGY
2.2.1. Introduction to fire radiative energy
The definition of fire radiative energy, or FRE, as it is used in eurrent remote
sensing literature is somewhat misleading since it is contrary to the terminology used in
radiative heat transfer. Whereas energy in the classical sense has units of Joules, FRE has
units of Watts, indicating that FRE is the instantaneous rate at which radiative energy is
emitted. To obtain the total release of radiative energy, FRE must be integrated over time
- hence the inclusion of the term “time-integrated FRE.” Therefore time-integrated fire
radiative energy is the total amount o f energy liberated during the combustion of
wildland fuels in the form of radiation.
Currently there are three approaches for extrapolating FRE beyond a mid-wave
thermal measurement. The first is based on Stefan Boltzmann’s Law. The second,
developed as part of the fire products generated by the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS), is based on a semi-empirical relationship between
brighmess temperature and the radiative heat transfer rate for a simulated ground cell
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(Kaufinan et al. 1998). The third approach, termed the middle infrared radiance method,
or MIR radiance method, forces a sensor specific 4*’’ degree power function (see Figure
2.1) to relate temperature to spectral radiance (Wooster et al. 2003). This allows radiance
to be related to emissive power since it also is a function of T“^. Each of these methods is
introduced here, while the MIR radiance method is further elaborated in theory,
simulation, sensitivity, and measurement for a laboratory study.
Before continuing it may be pragmatic to introduce the nomenclature surrounding
fire radiative energy as it is used in this work. Subscripts serve two purposes: (i) to
identify the method o f calculation and, (ii) to specify the sensor. For instance the most
common expression found in this text, F R E m i r , t v s , can be interpreted as the fire radiative
energy calculated via the MIR radiance method, measured with the TVS-8500 thermal
imaging system. The prefix '"error" and the Greek symbols “ A ” and “ S ’’preceding FRE
translate to “the error in,” “the difference in,” and “the time-integration o f ’ fire radiative
energy, respectively. Finally, superscripts always refer to causation. When in
combination, the expression " AZFRE^/j^ jy^ ” can be read as “the difference in timeintegrated F R E m i r j v s due to distance.”

2.2.2. Calculation of FRE via Stefan Boltzmann’s Law
Theoretically, FRE for a fully resolved blackbody can be calculated by
multiplying the total emissive power, calculated via Stefan Boltzmann’s equation, by the
area o f the target. In a practical application of a thermal remote sensing system, however,
non-ideal radiative characteristics of a wildland fire preclude such a direct approach.
Biomass fires burning on the landscape do not have the same properties as a perfect
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blackbody —emissivity is rarely 1 and ground cells sensed by an individual detector are
rarely isothermal. These radiometric considerations are expressed in terms of composite
emissivity {Scomp), sub-pixel target temperature (7^), and sub-pixel fractional area
occupied by the target (pi) and are included in Equation 2.5 as a means of retrieving the
theoretical fire radiative energy:

FRE gtefan-Boltz

^ sample^ como

iP j F j
(=1

[2-5]

where:
FREg^._g^n^
Stefan-Boltz = fire radiative energy ealculated via Stefan-Boltzmann’s Law, W
^sample
sample = ground sampling area, m^
comp ~ composite emissivity
-2

T T -4

(T = Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 5.669x10' W-m' -K"'
n, = number of thermal components within the ground sampling area
p- = fractional area of i* thermal component within the ground sampling area
7] = temperature of i* thermal component within the ground sampling area, K

2.2.2.1 Composite emissivity
Total hemispherical emissivity is the ratio of radiation emitted per unit area by an
object to the radiation emitted per unit area by a black body at the same thermodynamic
temperature. For a real surface this value is always less than 1 since a blackbody is a
perfect emitter. Although total hemispherical emissivity represents an average over all
wavelengths, and directions, it is possible that this value is also a function of temperature.
If the spectral hemispherical emissivity is less than 1, and constant over all wavelengths,
the target is referred to as a non-selective radiator, or a graybody. Recognizing that
combustion occurs in the flaming zone as well as at the surface of the fuel particle, the
variable Scomp m Equation 2.5 represents the composite, total hemispherical emissivity of
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the target. Here it is assumed constant for each sub-pixel thermal component, and
therefore has been taken out of the summation.
Considerable difficulty is encountered when measuring emissivities due to the
fact that emissivity, in and of itself, is dependent on the physical nature of the emitting
object. For instance, the emissivity o f a solid is influenced by surface roughness and by
chemical reactions occurring within the surface environment, both of which change over
time during char formation. Concurrent temperature measurements made with chromelalumel thermocouples and an infared pyrometer (8-12pm) have been used to determine
the emissivity o f a Douglas-fir specimen (Psuedotsuga menziesii) (Urbas and Parker
1993). Here, an agreement between both measurement methods found that the sample
emissivity was nearly 1 both before and after ignition. On the contrary, in the
examination of the heat release rate o f southern yellow pine {Pinus spp.), a long wave
surface emissivity of 0.88 was measured with an emissometer prior to ignition and an
emissivity of 1 was assumed during charring (Dietenberger 1999). A pre-ignition surface
emissivity of 0.88 agrees with Janssens’ suggestion (1989) as cited by Tran and White
(1992) in a study of mass loss rates for redwood {Sequoia sempervirens), southern pine
{Pinus sp.), red oak {Quercus sp.), and basswood {Tilia sp.). In general, where
measurements are unavailable, the surface emissivity o f a combusting fuel particle is
obtained from ancillary data sets based on species and condition or, more than often,
assumed to be unity.
Measurements o f flame emissivities are more complex than that of a fuel particle.
Unlike a surface phenomenon, participating media in the flame structure, such as trace
gasses, aerosols, and water vapour, radiate volumetrically. Flame emissivities are
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dependent on the concentration, size distribution, and refractive index of soot particles, as
well as flame depth. Measurement methods are typically developed outside of the
wildland fire science community, yet it is possible to apply these experimental designs to
laboratory-scale biomass fires. For example, a three-line absorption/emission technique
was used to measure soot volume fraction for heptane pool fires (Choi et al. 1993) while
a modulated absorption/emission technique incorporated a modeled refractive index to
measure soot volume fraction for an ethelyne/air flame (Jenkins and Hanson 2001). In a
more relevant study, infrared thermography (7.5-13pm) has shown that flame
emissivities for hydrocarbon pool fires increase with the diameter of the pool, thus flame
depth, and approaches unity for diameters greater than 0.8 meters (Planas-Cuchi et al.
2003). Although this relationship is consistent with the general assumption that
emissivity is 1 for sufficiently thick flames (Robinson 1991), the critical path length
required for a flame in a wildland fire to achieve blackbody emission is often disputed,
varying from about one meter to three meters. For most fire spread studies, an emissivity
of 1 is usually assumed for flame radiative heat transfer models (Albini 1985; Cohen and
Butler 1996; Dupuy 1998).

2.2.2.2. Sub-pixel thermal components
Since remote sensing platforms used to detect wildland fires rarely provide
thermally resolved pixels, the variablespt and Tt in Equation 2.5 account for the fact that
the ground cell containing the target is heterogeneous. A non-isothermal ensemble of
blackbodies does not have the same spectral distribution as an isothermal blackbody
radiating an equal amount of energy, therefore pixel brightness temperatures are
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dependent on the thermal distribution within the pixel. For an equivalent heat flux across
the detector there is an infinite number o f sub-pixel thermal distributions that can give
rise to an equivalent retrieved brightness temperature. Although this notion may seem
scale dependent, it is exaggerated from orbit where spatial resolutions for mid-wave
infrared channels range from 370 m to 14 km, at nadir, for the BIRD-HSRS (Bi-spectral
InfraRed Detection Hot Spot Recognition System) and GOES-VAS (Geostationary
Operational Environmental Satellite Visible Infrared Scan Radiometer Atmospheric
Sounder), respectively. Even for an airborne overpass, which nominally provides ground
cell resolutions o f 5 m, a pixel containing a surface fire is composed of fractions of
flaming, glowing, and smoldering combustion, as well as fractions of cooling char and
unbumt fuel. On a laboratory scale, although gaseous combustion above the fuel surface
may appear like a sheet o f flame to the naked eye, these reactions are noticeably
heterogeneous when witnessed at a frequency achieved through high-speed, stop action
thermography. The objective, then, is to be able to retrieve the temperature and area of
sub-pixel combustion fractions from an agglomerated pixel brightness temperature and
ground cell resolution.
To identify subpixel surface temperature fields, Dozier (1981) proposed a splitwindow algorithm for the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) carried
on National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NCAA) series satellites. Here,
radiances measured in channels 3 and 4, at 3.75 and 10.8 pm, were separated into two
uniform thermal components, namely the hot target and background, thus yielding two
simultaneous equations that could be solved for target temperature and area:
4 ( 4 ) = pL, (Tr ) + (1 - p)L, (T J
L,{T ,) = p L ,{T f) + { \-p ) L ,{ T ,)
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where Ls(T}) and L 4 (T 4) are the actual radiances measured in channels 3 and 4, Ls(Tf,) and
L 4 (T\j) are background radiances, Li(Tf) and L 4 (Tf) are fire radiances, and p is the portion
of the pixel occupied by a heat source (0 </? < 1). The differences between mid-wave and
long-wave channel response to a common target is explained by the nature of the Plank
function (Figure 2.2). As temperature increases, the peak of the spectral distribution shifts
towards lower wavelengths, thus radiant emission in the 3.75 pm channel increases more
rapidly than in the 10.8 pm channel (Figure 2.1). Typical differences of 2-4 K are
attributed to surface emissivity, solar contamination, and water vapor attenuation,
however these differences are further enhanced when the pixel contains a high
temperature target. Dozier’s method (1981), however, is constrained by three factors: (1)
fires must be large enough to overcome background variability and noise in the 11 pm
channel, (2) pixels in both channels must be unsaturated, and (3) an extraneous
measurement o f background radiance must be obtained, usually from neighboring, firefree pixels.
Since it’s introduction, Dozier’s method has been used in a variety of case studies
related to wildland fire. Aside from subpixel discrimination techniques, active fire
detection algorithms also exploit differences in channel brightness temperatures (Matson
and Dozier 1981; Matson et al. 1987, Kaufman et al. 1990). By applying relative and
differential temperature thresholds to AVHRR channels 3 and 4, Flannigan and Yonder
Haar (1986) identified fire pixels in the Slave Lake Forest Region of north central Canada
during a fire episode in June o f 1982. A pixel was considered to contain fire if it’s
apparent temperature was greater than the mean background temperature, and if the
difference between channel 3 and 4 brightness temperatures exceed 10 K and 8 K for
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daytime and nighttime observations, respectively. Contiguous fire pixels were grouped as
a single fire, and except for pixels surrounded by fire, which were assumed to be
completely burned, areas were calculated via the multispectral approach. Flannigan and
Vonder Haar (1986) also found that retrieved areas ranged fi’om 0.5 to over 20,000 ha,
and when compared to ground observations conducted by the Alberta Forestry Service,
estimated fire sizes were 70% too large for fires less than 400 acres and 50% too small
for fires greater than 400 acres.
AVHRR data collected over Manaus, Brazil in 1982 revealed 169 high
temperature targets, however only 26 o f these anomalies could be further investigated
due to pixel saturation (Matson and Holben 1987). Retrieved mean fire temperatures
ranged from 401.2 K to 608.7 K while retrieved fire areas ranged from 0.26 ha to 9 ha,
totaling 38.45 ha for the entire scene. In another South American study, Dozier’s
algorithm was adapted to GOES VAS data obtained over the Brazilian states of Para and
Goias in i983 (Prins and Menzel 1992). Observations were taken four times daily in three
hour intervals thus allowing the diurnal variation of burning areas to be examined. Here,
88% of the detected fires were processed, resulting in mean fire temperatures ranging
from 424 K to 515 K. Retrieved areas, however, were not reported for individual fires,
but the total fire area in the study domain was calculated instead. Total areas ranged fi-om
31.8 ha at 2131 UTC to 552.0 ha at 1531 UTC. A retrieved fire area of 299.3 ha at 1831
UTC further emphasized the need to consider the diurnal cycle of fire activity, especially
for remote sensing platforms that only offer one view of the region per day.
Giglio and Kendall (2001) perform a robust sensitivity analysis on Dozier’s
retrieval method with respect to wildfire characterization. In an effort to derive an error
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budget. Equations 2.3 and 2.4 were rewritten to include the effects of background surface
emissivity, upward and downward atmospheric transmittance, upwelled and downwelled
atmospheric radiance, and instrument noise. Furthermore, fire fractions were separated
into flaming and smoldering components and background fractions were separated into
recently burned and unbumed regions. Given a recently burned area within the pixel is
less than ~50 times larger than the active fire, results indicated that for active fire
fractions greater than 0.5% ip > 0.005), random errors do not exceed ~100K in retrieved
temperature or 50% in retrieved area. Further conclusions stated that Dozier’s technique
for fire property retrieval is only operationally useful for stable, uniform, high
temperature sources with uniform background temperatures. Unfortunately this criteria
does not accurately depict the spatial and thermal heterogeneity of a real wildland fire.

2.2.3. A semi-empirical relationship between FRE and pixel brightness temperature
Since landscape fires are non-homogeneous, and Dozier’s method can only at best
retrieve the average properties of flaming and smoldering components, a semi-empirical
relationship between pixel brightness temperature and fire radiative energy was
developed for MODIS (Kaufinan et al. 1998). In this exercise, simulated 1 km fire pixels
were constructed of 100 subregions, each of which were assigned random flaming
(lOOOK ± 200K) and smoldering (600 K ± 100 K) temperatures. Assuming each
subregion to be a homogeneous blackbody with an emissivity of 1, the true fire radiative
energy calculated via Equation 2.5 was compared to differences in apparent pixel
temperature and apparent background temperature, thus producing the following
relationship:
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= 4 .3 4 x lO -'’ f c - r i j

[2.8]

where Tss and Tjm are the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) brightness temperatures at 3.9 pm
for the fire pixel and background, respectively. Subtracting the apparent background
temperature essentially removes any reflected solar contributions in this channel. A
comparison was also made between FRE and apparent temperatures at 11 pm, however, a
strong dependence on the ratio of flaming to smoldering phases decreased the strength of
this relationship and further supported the use of the mid-wave channel as the appropriate
spectral band in which to retrieve FRJE. Due to saturation in the 3.9 pm channel on the
MODIS Airborne Simulator (MAS), 0.5 km pixels were constructed in a similar manner
and a relationship was derived to accommodate FRE measurements made in the 1.65 pm
channel (Kaufman et. al 1996). Nevertheless, Equation 2.8 is the relationship currently
used in the MODIS fire products (Kaufman and Justice, 1998).

2.2.4 Calculating FRE via the middle infrared (MIR) radiance method
Wooster et al. (2003) proposed the middle infrared, or MIR, radiance method as
an alternative for calculating FRE. This approach uses a power function to relate
temperature and midwave spectral radiance (Wooster and Rothery 1997). A fourth-order
relationship between temperature and spectral radiance at 3.9 pm is analogous to the
fourth-order relationship between temperature and total emissive power calculated via
Stefan Boltzmann’s law. Taking into consideration a non-homogenous fire pixel, the total
middle infrared radiance, L m i r , emitted by a ground cell containing rit thermal
components is expressed as follows:
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PiT^

[2.9] (from Wooster et al. 2003)

/=1

where a is an empirically determined coefficient (W-m'^-pm'^-sf'-K''*) dependent on the
sensor’s spectral response function and temperature range over which the function is fit,
and zmir is the average emissivity over the bandpass. An examination of this forced fit
demonstrated that for temperatures associated with biomass burning (~ 600 - 1500 K) the
ratio of total emissive power to spectral radiance is approximately constant for
measurements made in the midwave atmospheric window. Fire radiative energy
calculated via the MIR radiance method, F R E m i r , is accomplished by combining
Equations 2.5 and 2.9, by assuming the fire radiates as a gray body {Zcomp = Smir), and by
subtracting the background radiance contribution,

)

:

[2.10] (from Wooster et al. 2003)

It has also been shown that the relationship between F R E m i r and mid-wave spectral
radiance is relatively independent of, and relatively insensitive to, sub-pixel target
temperatures ranging from 600 to 1500 K, where the

approximation holds. For sub

pixel target temperatures below 600 K, however, F R E m i r is strongly dependent target
temperature.
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2.3. METHODS
2.3.1. Experimental Design
Several small-scale biomass fires were conducted in the 131,000 ft^ combustion
chamber at the Fire Sciences Laboratory in Missoula, Montana. A schematic of the
sampling arrangement is illustrated in Figure 2.4 with corresponding instrument
specifications provided in Table 2.2.
Although it is well known that temperature and relative humidity influence fire
behavior, these variables were not incorporated into the experimental design.
Temperatures recorded at the floor of the chamber ranged from 21°C to 29°C and relative
humidities recorded at the platform ranged from 11% to 6%. To sample the products of

Table 2.2. Specifications for instruments deployed in combustion chamber.
Location,
see Fig 4

Instrument

Specifîcations
• 3.6-5.0jLim spectral band with spectral flame filter
• 1.1 mrad spatial resolution (IFOV)
• 320x240 PtSi Focal Plane Array
• Accuracy o f +2% o f range or +2°C
• 12 bit file format

A.

AGEMA 550
Thermal Imaging Camera

B.

CMC Electronics
Cincinnati Model
TVS-8500
IR Thermal Imager

• 3.4-4.1 and 4.5-5.1pm spectral band
• 1 mrad spatial resolution (IFOV)
• 256x236 InSb Focal Plane Array
• Accuracy o f ±2% or ±2°C
• 14 bit file format

C.

Mettler Model
PM34 Digital Scale

• Fine Range: 4.0 kg with 0.1 g readability
• Coarse Range: 32.0 kg with l.Og readability

D.

ThermoEnvironmental
Instruments Model 48C
CO Analyzer

D. & E.

Li-Cor Model
Li-6262 CO2 /H 2 O Analyzer

• Detection: Gas Filter Correlation (GFC)
• Variable Range: 0-1 up to 0-1000 ppm
• Precision: ±1% full scale or ±0.02 ppm
• Flow rate: 0.5 - 2.0 1pm
• Detection: NDIR gas analyzer
• C 02 Range: 0 to 3000 ppm (absolute)
• Accuracy ±1 ppm @ 350ppm, ±1 ppm @ 1000 ppm
• Response time: 1-30 secs
• Maximum flow rate: 10 1pm
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A. AGEMA 550 (in protective canister with Ge window)
B. TVS-8500 (3 postitions, fixed for each bum)
C. Fuel bed on digital scales
D. Trace gas & aerosol sampling platform
E. Background CO2 and H2Omeasurements
F. Black background plate

%

F igure 2.4. C om b u stion ch am b er sam p lin g arrangem en t. See T ab le 2.2 for
instru m en t sp ecifications.
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combustion, and to exhaust smoke from the roof of the chamber, ventilation was
accomplished in two ways: either outside air was pre-conditioned and used to pressurize
the chamber, or building air was drawn into the chamber by an induction fan located at
the top of the flue. A curtain 1.5 m in length was draped from the edge of the stack’s
inverted funnel to act as a fume hood and a baffle within the stack ensured that smoke
and entrained air were well mixed before being sampled. Average stack flow temperature
was measured with two chromel-alumel thermocouples while stack flow rates were
calculated based upon a 1.824 m^ stack cross section and the fluid velocity measured by a
Kurz Model 455 hot-wire anemometer.
Fuel beds (location C) were built on a 0.9 m x 0.6 m flat ceramic tile balanced
atop two Mettler Model PM 34 digital scales. A wind barrier built around the base of the
fuel bed reduced noise otherwise caused by turbulent air currents. Fuels included 1-hr
ponderosa pine needles {Pinus ponderosa), 10-hr Douglas-fir twigs {Pseudotsuga
menziesii), 100-hr ponderosa pine logs, and live herbaceous and woody Douglas-fir
foliage. These samples were collected from unbumed areas adjacent to the Black
Mountain 2 Fire perimeter which occurred on the Lolo Natioanl Forest in west central
Montana during the fire season of 2003. Fuels collected outside of this study site included
African dambo grass, excelsior (Populus spp), big sagebrush {Artemisia tridentata), and
western white pine needles {Pinus monticola). In general, fuels were arranged in
horizontal piles to facilitate ignition, but in some cases a wire mesh and sand substrate
were used to arrange the fuels in a vertical position. Thus the fuel bed is characterized by
vegetation as well as by geometry. Homogeneous and non-homogeneous fuel beds were
prepared with initial weights ranging from 0.204 kg to 2.898 kg, including moisture
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content. Immediately prior to ignition, a subset of the fuel was weighed and placed in a
drying oven for 24 hours; after which it was re-weighed, and fuel moisture was calculated
on a dry-weight basis.
The CMC Electronics Cincinnati TVS-8500 thermal imaging system (location B)
was mounted to a pan/tilt head on the end o f a cantilevered arm attached to a vertical rail.
Since the TVS-8500 was limited by travel at the bottom of the rail, and by obscuration of
the fume hood at heights above 3.4 m, individual bums were viewed from three fixed
elevation angles: a = 14°, 30°, and 42° (corresponding to polar angles of 6= 76°, 60°,
and 48°). To accommodate anticipated brightness temperatures upwards of 1673 K, a
neutral density (ND) filter was installed on the TVS-8500 and the camera emissivity was
set to 1. A 1 m X 1 m black, steel plate was instmmented with an array of thermocouples
and positioned behind the fire (location F). This apparatus measured average background
temperature and prevented specular reflections from metallic objects otherwise in the
scene. To obtain a nadir-looking view of the fire a second thermal imaging sysytem was
suspended within the stack (location A). The camera was protected from the harsh
environmental conditions by placing it inside a highly reflective aluminum canister with a
germanium window. This housing was braced beneath the mixing baffle with angular
supports and further tethered to the top of the sampling platform with a steel wire. A
thermocouple inside the canister monitored operating conditions, and a nitrogen gas
purge convectively removed internal heat generated by the camera as well as any heat
transferred into the canister from the surroundings. The AGEMA’s temperature range
was set from 473 K to 1073 K and it’s emissivity was also set to 1. Power and control
cables for the AGEMA were thermally shielded and routed from the floor. Each camera
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was initially focused, and later re-focused if re-located, to the center of the fuel bed by
observing an electrically heated iron.
Prior to the experiment each eamera was calibrated against a commercial
blackbody source to characterize their radiometric response and to examine the
transmissivity of the neutral density filter and germanium window. The transmissivity of
the germanium window was also measured after the experiment since it was repeatedly
exposed to the smoke plume. An empirical sensor-to-sensor cross calibration was also
performed by collocating the cameras for several fires. Atmospheric attenuation of the IR
signal, primarily due to CO 2 and H 2 O absorption, was considered negligible over the
short sensor-to-target distances and low relative humidities experienced in the
combustion chamber (Fuss and Hamins 2002).
Trace gas and aerosol instruments used to measure stack concentrations were
located on a sampling platform approximately 16.5 m above floor level (location D).
Connections between instruments and stack sampling ports were plumbed with either
stainless steel or a non-reactive teflon tubing. Inlets extended into the center o f the stack
to avoid boundary conditions occurring at the wall. Concurrent and continuous
measurements o f stack CO and CO 2 concentrations were taken from the platform with a
Thermo Environmental Instruments, Inc., Model 48C and Li-Cor, Inc., Model Li-6262. A
second Li-Cor stationed at floor level, away from the fire, measured fluctuations in
background CO 2 concentration due to diffusion and human respiration (location E).
Gas analyzers and digital scales were interfaced to a multi-channel data logger
with a sampling interval of 2 seconds. Data acquisition began sufficiently prior to ignition
to allow for a high and low CO and CO 2 calibration. Data from the TVS-8500 was
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streamed directly to a PC via an IEEE 1394 FireWire interface. Likewise for the AGEMA
550, thermal images were displayed in real-time and recorded to the hard drive. Both
cameras had a sampling interval o f

1

second and were synchronized as close as possible

to the absolute time of the multi-channel data logger. A heating coil controlled by a
rheostat produced a line source ignition along the center of the fuel bed and data was
collected until thermal emission could no longer be detected.

2.3.2. The F R E m ir processing chain
Three distinct procedures were required to process the thermal data and to retrieve
fire radiative energy as a function of time. First, the TVS-8500 was calibrated in range 7,
with the neutral density filter installed, against a commercial blackbody source. This
developed the linear relationship between bandpass radiance and digital number (DN) for
the system. Second, in order to convert TVS-8500 bandpass radiance to FRE per the MIR
radiance method, the sensor specific coefficient “u” was determined. And finally, to
perform individual image analyses, and to bulk process entire sequences, a computational
algorithm was adapted to recognize the proprietary binary format of the TVS-8500
thermal image. Each of these procedures is described in detail in the following sections.

2.3 2.1. Sensor description and blackbody calibration
The CMC Electronics Cincinnati TVS-8500 was the thermal imaging system that
observed the laboratory fires at oblique viewing angles. Each detector in the Stirling
cooled, 256x236 indium-antimonide (InSb) focal plane array has a mid-wave spectral
response (3.4-41 and 4.5-5.1 pm) and an instantaneous field of view (IFOV) of 1 mrad.
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W ith a standard 30m m lens, this produces a horizontal field o f view (H FO V ) o f 14.6° and
a vertical field o f view (VFOV) o f 13.7° The TV S-8500 provides m easurem ent
accuracies o f ±2% , or ±2°C, w hichever is greater, w ithin six overlapping tem perature
ranges spanning from -40°C to 900°C. W ith the installation o f a neutral density (ND)
filter, two additional ranges extend the high tem perature calibration to 2000°C.
Since pixel values in a therm al im age can be expressed in digital num bers,
tem perature, or radiance, it is necessary to be able to transform back and forth betw een
these units. To apply the M IR radiance m ethod requires a m easurem ent o f the absolute
radiance incident to the detector; therefore, images m ust be analyzed in the energy
domain. A direct substitution into Equation 2.1 cannot be used to convert tem perature to
spectral radiant intensity for the TVS-8500 since the detector is sensitive to a m idw ave
spectral band rather than a discrete wavelength. To eliminate m olecular band radiation
due to CO 2 emission centered at -4 .3 pm, the TVS-8500 has a “tw in peaks” spectral
response,

that is composed o f two imperfect rectangular functions (Figure 2.5a.).
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Figure 2.5. (a) T V S -8500 spectral response function and (b) T V S -8500 b and p ass
radiance as a function o f brightness tem perature.
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Therefore the mean spectral radiance, or the bandpass radiance for the TVS-8500, Ljvs,
was calculated by numerically integrating the following equation at 0 . 0 1 pm intervals:
[L,{X,T)R^,{X)dX
^TVS

-

^

L• J

where:
Ljys = bandpass radiance (W m'^ pm 'sr"')
Lj.{X,T)= spectral radiance, from Equation 2.1 (W m'^ pm 'sr"')
R tys (/I) = normalized spectral response function for the TVS-8500
À = wavelength (pm)
Essentially, the numerator in Equation 2.11 is the in-band radiance for the TVS-8500, or
the total radiance measured in the spectral bandpass, and the denominator is the effective
width o f the spectral bandpass. Using Equation 2.11, a temperature to bandpass radiance,
or conversely, a bandpass radiance to temperature look up table (LUT) was generated for
temperatures between 273 K and 1473 K at a resolution of 0.5 K (Figure 2.5b.). A 2401 x
2

matrix such as this allows a unit conversion to take place without having to perform the

same numerical integration each time the function is invoked. This prevents repetitive
integrations for identical brightness temperatures and, in general, simplifies coding. A
LUT employed in this manner also reduces computation time since it is consulted
considerably more often than there are temperature/bandpass radiance pairs in the table.
When it is necessary to retrieve a sub-resolution temperature or bandpass radiance from
this lookup table, a linear interpolation is performed.
High temperature calibration in range 7 (<1673 K) of the TVS-8500 with the
neutral density filter installed was accomplished by observing a Mikron M300 blackbody
source. The M300 has a temperature range spanning from 373 K to 1423 K at a
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resolution of 0.1 K below, and 1 K above, 1272 K. The spherical cavity is uniformly
heated and provides an emissivity o f 0.999 ±0.0005.
The M300 and the TVS-8500 were positioned 24” apart. To ensure that the focal
plane was perpendicular to the 2 ” diameter aperture, the camera was adjusted so that the
entrance tube, extending from the face into the cavity, appeared as concentric rings in the
thermal image. Since the lower limit of detector sensitivity in range 7 with the ND filter
installed is about 553 K, setpoints for the M300 began at 573 K and were incremented by
100 K to 1373 K. A temperature of 1423°K was also included in the calibration. A single
thermal image was captured for each o f the ten blackbody setpoints. The emissivity used
by the camera in it’s calculation of brightness temperature was set to 1. Thermal images
were analyzed in PE Professional, a proprietary software developed by Goratec
Technology, and an area of interest was selected inside the cavity. Temperature to DN
conversion was accomplished via the manufacturer’s polynomial:

DN = a + s (Ai X K + A 2 x

+ A3 x

+ A4 x

[2.12]

where:
ot = Aq + (1 - s) X (Ai X KA + A -2 X KA^ + A 3 x KA^ + A4 x KA^)
Ao to A4 = range dependent coefficients in the system information
DN = count value
K = temperature value in Kelvin
KA = ambient temperature in Kelvin
8 = emissivity
The coefficients Aq to A4 for range 7 are a result of the manufacturer’s calibration and
can be found by inspecting the image header file or by sending the “GET TABLE”
command while communicating with the camera directly. The specific “A” values used
w ere-9.749617x10^ 6.930722x10'^, -1.316486x10'^, 1.489817x10'^ and -3.78639x10'^
for Ao to A 4, respectively.
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Results of the calibration are presented in Figure 2.6. Differences between
blackbody setpoint and measured brightness temperature in a constant area of interest
ranged from 5.2% at 573 K, due to non-linearities in detector response, to 0.2% at 973 K.
These values translate to differences o f 33.7% and 0.7% in bandpass radiance,
respectively. It should be noted, however, that the bandpass radiance at 573 K is less than
10% of that at 973 K, therefore the absolute influence of errors at lower temperatures will
have a smaller contribution on the total error. Brightness temperatures within the area of
interest spanned a range of 14.5 K at 573 K to 6.9 K at 873 K, represented by the errors
bars in Figure 2.6, thus indicating that the cavity was not as uniformly heated as cited in
the manufacturer’s specifications. This was most likely due to temperature overshoot and
subsequent dampening induced by the self-tuning proportional integral/derivative (PID)
controller. Nevertheless, the relationship between digital counts and spectral radiance is
linear as expected. The radiometric response function is presented in Figure 2.6a and is
described by the equation DNjy^ = G x Ljy^ + B , where the slope, G, and intercept, B,
are identified as the channel gain and offset. The inverse radiometric response function
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Figure 2.6. For range 7 of the TVS-8500 with the neutral density filter installed: (a.)
radiometric response function, and (b.) linear approximation of total emissive power
from DN.
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can be used to convert DN’s to bandpass radiance as required to process the thermal
images collected during this experiment. Figure 2.6b illustrates that the relationship
between digital number and total emissive power is not perfectly linear, and therefore not
completely independent of temperature as the MIR radiance method attempts to exploit.

2.3.2.2. Determination o f the TVS-8500 coefficient for the MIR radiance method
To calculate FRE via the middle-infrared radiance method, the coefficient, ''a w s\
was determined for the TVS-8500. In any application of the MIR radiance method, the
sensor specific coefficient “a” is found by forcing a T"^ relationship to radiance. Therefore
“a” is dependent on the spectral response of the camera as well as the temperature
domain over which the function is fit. The T^ relationship is forced in order to remove the
temperature dependence between mid-wave radiance and total emissive power calculated
via the Stefan-Boltzmann law:
(from Equation 2.3)
Ljys =

[2.14] (adapted from Wooster et al. 2003)

To examine the validity of the power function, and to assess the temperature domain over
which to apply this function, total emissive power predicted by Stefan Boltzmann’s Law
was compared to the calibrated bandpass radiance for the TVS-8500 at blackbody
temperatures ranging from 273 K to 1473 K. Figure 2.7 illustrates that for sub-pixel
components with an effective temperature between 600 K and 1400 K, the ratio of total
emissive power to TVS bandpass radiance is relatively constant, ranging from .039 to
.055 pm'^ sr \ Below 600 K, however, the T"^ relationship breaks down and FRE becomes
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Figure 2.7. Ratio of bandpass radiance for the TVS-8500 to total emissive power
predicted by Stefan-Boltzmann’s Law.

strongly dependent on temperature. Therefore a range o f 600 K to 1400 K was chosen as
the domain over which to fit a power function (Figure 2.9). This span of temperatures
also coincides with range 7 of the TVS-8500 with the ND filter installed. A non-linear
least squares curve was fit to TVS-8500 bandpass radiance and “arra” was found to be
equal to 2.4547x10'^ W-m’^-pm‘'-sr'’-K‘^. This empirically best-fit value was then
substituted into Equation 10, reducing it to the following sensor-specific relationship;
f'^MIR.TTS

= A am ple

><23.094//W ■ST x ( L ^ ^ ~

j Eq.l5

where F R E m i r , t v s is the fire radiative energy calculated via the MIR radiance method
measured with the TVS-8500, Asampie is the area o f the ground cell containing the fire,
L

tvs

is the bandpass radiance detected by the TVS-8500 emitted from the ground cell

containing the fire, and

is the bandpass radiance emitted by the background

extraneously detected by the TVS-8500. Note that since F R E m i r j v s is inversely
proportional to

‘" a j v s ”

when ‘ ' a j y s ” serves to under predict L
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Figure 2.8. Bandpass radiance for the TVS-8500 with best fit
approximation
between 600 K and 1400 K (scaled to the left ordinate). Relative error between the
radiometric value and the power law approximation is superimposed (scaled to the
right ordinate), and calculated as follows: [ ( u t v s T^ - L t v s V L t v s ] x 1 0 0 % .
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Figure 2.9. Ratio of FRE calculated via the “MIR” radiance method for the TVS8500 to the classical FRE calculated via Stefan Boltzmann’s Law. Blackbody
characteristics are assumed therefore the pixel is homogeneous and radiates
diffusely with e = 1 .

the classical fire radiative energy calculated via Stefan B oltzm ann’s Law (Figure 2.10).
This residue o f tem perature dependence is attributed to the fact that bandpass radiance for
the TVS-8500 is not a flawless function o f T"^
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2.3.2.3. F R E mir computational algorithm for TVS-8500 thermal images
For each bum, a raw file composed of a collection of thermal images was
recorded much like a zipped file. After the experiment, these raw files were exploded into
sequences o f individual thermal images. Thermal images were approximately 121 kb in
size and had the same basic stmcture as a 16-bit TIFF consisting of the following: header,
tag information, image data, and TVS information. Custom software was written to
retrieve information from within the proprietary file format, to manipulate data, and to
output results. A simplified flowchart o f the algorithm is presented in Figure 2.10. First,
the date, time, memo, range, and lens name were read from the video condition layout at
the end of the file. The date and time stamps were necessary to temporally order

Read in *.IRI file

Retrieve TVS information: date, time,
range, lens name, ambient tenp. etc...

Convert line-ofisite distance (m)
to area (nf ) normal to detector
& subtended by IFOV

elevation angle, a

d sample (^)

^ sample (m~)

14°
30°
42°
nadir, from platform

3.625
4.068
4.765
15.925

1.314E-05
1.655E-05
2.271E-05
2.536E-04

Convert pixel DN to TVS-8500 bandpass
radiance (W m‘^ |Lim*^ sr^) via the
calibrated radiometric response function

Calculate instantaneous pixel FRE (W) for
brightness temperatures > 553 K _
^^^MIR.TVS ~^sample^

23.094pm- St X ( L j y ^ - L ^ f )

Sum pixel FRE over entire image

Iterate for all images in sequence

Output TVS-8500 and FRE info to text file

Integrate image FRE over time (multiply
instantaneous FRE by sanpling interval and sum) to
retrieve total energy radiated during sequence (J)

Figure 2 .1 0 . Flowchart of F R E m ir processing chain.
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the sequence and the range and lens name were required to apply the specific DN to
temperature conversion based on camera configuration. The inverse radiometric response
function was applied to every pixel in the 256 x 236 array, and 14-bit DN’s were
converted to TVS-8500 bandpass radiance. If the bandpass radiance exceeded a lower
detection threshold (»186 W-m'^-pm'^-sr'^ at 553 K), then the pixel was considered a
thermal anomaly. This criteria was subjectively established solely for range 7 of the TVS8500 with the neutral density filter installed due to detector sensitivity, non-linearity in
the radiometric response, and background noise below 553 K. For each thermal anomaly,
a pixilated

value was calculated using Equation 2.15. Since the TVS-8500 was not

in an enclosure, it experienced the same environmental conditions as the fire, and
background radiance was derived from the ambient temperature measured by a sensor
internal to the camera. The area of the spatial element {Asampie) subtended by the
instantaneous field of view (IFOV) o f the detector was calculated for each viewing
geometry and held constant for every pixel in the image:

[2.16]
where dsampie is the line-of-sight distance from the sensor to the center of the fuel bed. A
running summation of pixelated FRE values was maintained as the algorithm iterated
through the array and a total image FRE was calculated. Once the first image was
analyzed, the algorithm proceeded to the next image, and so on, until the last image in the
file was processed. Results, including the timestamp, number of fire pixels, and image
FRE were output to a comma separated text file for time discrete summation and further
statistical analysis.
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2.4. RESULTS
2.4.1 Summary of the dataset
In total, an analysis of 44 individual bums was conducted. Thirty-one bums were
observed with two thermal imaging systems, ten of which were observed from eollocated
positions. Thirty-five bums had eomplimentary weight loss measurements. The data is
presented in it’s entirety in Appendix A: Tables la and lb are a eompilations of timeintegrated F R E m i r and area measurements used for sensor-to-sensor cross-calibrations,
and Table 2 provides information on radiative emission faetors and radiant fractions.
Bums that were lit but not included in the dataset were excluded for any of the three
following reasons: (1) malfunction of the TVS-8500 or AGEMA 550, (2) flames
significantly extended outside of either eameras’ field of view so that the full fire was not
captured for multiple frames, or (3) errors in weight loss measurements due to
malfimction of the digital scales or due to moisture loss and recovery in the sand
substrate. It should also be noted that bums exeluded due to incomplete or erroneous
radiative measurements were removed from Tables 1 and 2, whereas bums excluded due
erroneous weight measurements were excluded solely from Table 1.
Initial heterogeneous and homogeneous fuel bed weights ranged from 0.204 kg to
2.898 kg, and moisture contents for all fuels, not including live foliage, had a mean of
7.13 % and a standard deviation of 1.30 % on a dry weight basis. The total duration of the
fire was based on thermal emission, and flaming and smoldering phases were
subjectively determined via visual inspection of digital video recordings. For temporal
referenee, a summary o f total bum and separate phase durations are presented in Table
2.3.
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Table 2.3. Summary of minimum and maximum durations for total burn, flaming,
and smoldering phases.
Total bum
Flam ing
Sm oldering

Minimum duration (Burn ID)

Maximum duration (Burn ID)

6 min. 0 sec. (110903G)
1 min. 25 sec. (110803C)
3 m in 25 sec. (111103G)

2 hr. 23 min. 17 sec. (110503D )
29 min. 10 sec. (110603C)
2 hr. 1 min. 34 sec. (110703C)

2.4.2 Instantaneous fuel consumption, trace gas and FRE measurements
An example o f a therm al image captured w ith the TV S-8500 during the peak o f
flam ing com bustion is presented in Figure 2.1 la. Individual pixels w ith their associated
brightness tem peratures are highlighted in the im age w ith cursors labeled

through

“ G.” A sum m ary o f bum inform ation also accom panies this im age in the header.
Instantaneous
Bum name

Time

Fuel description

Elevation
Angle

110603D

15:35:03

Savanna Grass

a = 30°

Point
A
B
C
D
E
F

Temp. (K)
769.05
571.81
669.94
764.52
887.05
1027.97

Instantaneous number o f
T V S-8500 fire pixels, n ^

T V S-8500 fire
area, A

Instantaneous T V S-8500 fire
radiative energy,

14,697

0.2432 m^ s'

5143.99 W

1153.0

K

3.5

1078.0

XB

1003.0

XA

928.0
853.0
778.0
703.0

0.5

628.0
b .)

553.0

553

643 733

823 913 1003 1093

Brightness Temp. (°K)

Figure 2.11. (a) Thermal image captured during the peak of flaming combustion
with the TVS-8500 at an oblique viewing angle. Individual pixel brightness
temperatures are shown for reference, (b) Histogram of the image thermal
distribution for pixels with brightness temperatures above 553 K. Relative
frequencies for the first two class intervals, centered at 554.2 and 556.4 K, exceed
the upper display limit and have values of 37.4 and 15.0%, respectively.
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The instantaneous number o f fire pixels, nf, is a count of pixels, per image, that
have brightness temperatures greater than the minimum detection threshold of 553 K.
The instantaneous fire area, Af, is the summation, over an entire image, of individual fire
pixel ground cell areas:

4

[2.17]
7=1

where j is the pixel number. A lthough^/in Equation 2.17 is expressed in the classical
units o f square meters, by normalizing the instantaneous fire area to a unit time interval
the cross section can be integrated as a continuous function of time or summed as a timeweighted step function given a scene sampling frequency. For a simplified planar
representation of a fire that is oriented parallel to the focal plane array, each pixel has the
same ground cell area and Equation 2.17 reduces to the following:
A f = Hf X

= n ^ x {iFOV x

)

[2.18]

where the IFOV for the TVS-8500 is 1 mrad. Like fire area, fire radiative energy for a
planar representation is also summed over the scene to yield an instantaneous image
value:

z
/

MIR,TVS “ ^ sam ple ^

094//m

* ST X ^

{Ljys j

“

Ljy^ )

[2.19]

7=1

Note that the background radiance is the same for each pixel in the image, but varies
from image to image. To avoid confusion, all laboratory results are presented on an
instantaneous image basis, rather than on a per pixel basis, unless otherwise noted.
For reference, the relative frequency histogram for the thermal image in Figure
2.1 la is presented in Figure 2.1 lb. The ordinate o f the histogram has been scaled in order
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to accentuate the tail of the right skewed thermal distribution. The first two class intervals
centered at 554.2 and 556.4 K exceed the upper display limit and have relative
frequencies of 37.4 and 15.0%, respectively.

2.4.3. Temporal profiles and time-integrated measurements
An entire bum, during which the thermal image in Figure 2.1 la was taken at the
height of flaming combustion, is presented in Figure 2.12. At a sampling interval of 1
frame per second (1 fps), a bum duration of 39 minutes 31 seconds generated 2,371
thermal scenes. Time-integrated fire area, l A y , and time-integrated fire radiative energy,
UF'REj^fjjf, for the TVS-8500 are shown in the header and were calculated in the
following manner:
TAj- =

[2 .2 0 ]
k=l

~

[2.21]
k=\

where k is the scene number, Hs is the total number of scenes in the sequence, and At is
the scene sampling interval in seconds. Based on this summation, it must be assumed that
the fire’s geometry and radiative properties behave as impulses of constant amplitude
with widths equal to the sampling interval.
Total organic biomass consumed, also shown in the header, was calculated on an
ash-free, dry weight basis. Ash content was determined by ultimate analyses for
excelsior, white pine needles, ponderosa pine needles, dambo grass, and sage. For the
remaining fuels that did not undergo an ultimate analysis, average ash contents were
referenced in technical literature (Susott 1982; Klass 1998). Likewise, fuel beds
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Bum name

Flame/Bum duration
(hh:mm:ss)

110603D

00:03:19/ 00:39:31

Time-integrated
TVS-8500 fire

Time-integrated TVS-8500
fire radiative energy,

I FRE TVS

Total organic
biomass consumed

Weighted
MCE

0.5593 kg

0.947

1.07023 MJ

64.54 m‘

Smoldering

Smoldering

Flaming

FRE MIRjys (W)
Fuel mass toss rate (g/s)

• Mass (g)

f'(t)

Local Tim e

L ocal Tim e

1 Flaming

Flaming

Smoldering

FRE Mm TVS (W)
CO emission rate (moVsec)

FRE Mm. TVS (W)

CO^ emission rate (moVsec)

L ocal Time

Larcal Time

Figure 2.12. Mass, trace gas, and radiative measurements as a function of time for
an individual burn, (a) Weight of fuel bed with a Weibull cumulative density
function fit to the data, f(t). (b) Mass loss rate (30 second running average) with a
Weibull probability density function,/ft), and
superimposed, (c) CO 2
emission rate and F R E m ir jv s (d) CO emission rate and F R E m ir jv s -

without measured moisture contents were assigned an average value calculated from
samples o f similar fuels measured during the weeklong experiment. The use o f a fuel
specific, average moisture content is justifiable since samples were selected from bulk
quantities maintained in relatively constant environmental conditions. Total m oisture
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content for heterogeneous fuel beds was determined based on individual fuel
contributions to the total bed weight.
The weighted, modified combustion efficiency (shown in the header of Figure
2.12) serves as an indicator of the completeness of combustion (Ward et al. 1993) and,
for this experiment, also serves as a surrogate to combustion phase. Under idealized
conditions, when biomass and oxygen combine in stoichiometric ratios, each of the
reactants is completely consumed and the only carbon-containing product of combustion
is CO2 . During incomplete combustion, however, carbon is also released in the form of
CO, CH4 , non-methane hydrocarbons, and particulate matter in order of decreasing
concentration. Combustion efficiency, therefore, is the fraction of total carbon released in
the form o f CO 2 . Since CO2 and CO together account for more than 95% of the total
carbon output from biomass burning, and since these species are quite often the only
carbon measurements taken on site, the true combustion efficiency can be approximated
by the modified combustion efficiency, or MCE, which is defined as the molar ratio of
CO2 to the sum of CO 2 and CO. Furthermore, by weighting the time-integrated MCE
values by the amount of fuel consumed in each phase, the relative contributions of
flaming and smoldering to the overall combustion process can be discerned. The
weighted, modified combustion efficiency, MCE^eighted, was calculated in the following
manner:

' weighted

w M C E r + wM CE,
'

[2.22]

W / + Wj

where w/and Ws are the amounts o f fuel consumed in the flaming and smoldering phases.
Stack concentrations o f CO2 and CO were concurrently measured with background
concentrations of CO 2 taken at the floor of the chamber, away from the fume hood.
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Background concentrations of CO were determined by averaging pre-fire concentrations.
Although MCE is often calculated for an intermediate or a mixed combustion stage in the
field, doing so was impractical for these laboratory studies due to the relatively quick
transition from flaming to smoldering. Therefore only flaming and smoldering phases
were subjectively distinguished from the video recordings. The MCE values for flaming
had a mean of .98 and a standard deviation o f .01 and the MCE values for smoldering had
a mean of .89 and a standard deviation of .04, which agrees well with results of previous
laboratory studies conducted in a similar fashion (Yokelson et al. 1996).
Each of the four graphs in Figure 2.12 is a time history from ignition to extinction
separated into flaming and smoldering phases. Figure 2.12a demonstrates the weight of
the fuel bed as a function o f time, and Figure 2.12b presents this information on a mass
loss rate basis (30 second running average). In Figure 2.12a, a two-parameter Weibull
cumulative density function,/(if), is fit to the data, and in Figure 2.12b, the derivative, or
probability density function, f'( t) , is superimposed;
f ( t ) = a -b e -^“
^
f ' ( t ) = bcdx“-^e~^’‘‘‘
where a = 626.64, b = 596.05, c = 308.80, and

[2.23 & 2.24]

= -1.41.

Since thermal images were streamed in real time to a different data logger than
fuel bed weights and trace gas concentrations, it was necessary to temporally align
individual measurements during post-processing. Ignition time for the TVS-8500 was
determined when the first image contained at least one pixel that exceeded the minimum
brightness temperature. For the digital scales and gas analyzers, ignition time was
determined based on an initial disturbance in fuel bed weight. To align instantaneous
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trace gas concentrations with radiative emission rates, timestamps associated with
measurements taken at the platform were corrected for stack flow velocity by subtracting
the time required to travel the stack distance from the absolute time. Lag times due to
flow rates, plumbing dimensions, and response times for the gas sampling instruments
were not taken into account.
An examination of the F R E m i r , t v s V ^ o î û q in Figure 2.12 reveals two subtle details.
Thirty seconds after the initial flame extinguished, a detached flame reignited above the
fuel surface and was sustained for approximately 15 seconds (denoted by Label 1 in
Figure 2 . 1 2 c). This event appears as a spike in F R E m i r t v s , and more obviously in fire area
(not shown). This event is flirther evidenced by an increase in CO2 production due to
increased reaction rates, and a decrease in CO production due to more efficient
combustion. A second relative peak in F R E m i r t v s occurs approximately half way through
the bum (identified as Label 2 in Figure 2.12d). Here, glowing combustion is accelerated
in the presence of oxygen and thermal feedback as the reaction front propagates through a
pre-heated, pre-dried portion of the fuel bed. From the leading edge of this pulse to
decay, this event lasted

1

minute 15 seconds; for 15 seconds, a wisp of luminescence in

the visibly imagery, corresponding to energized pixels detected in the thermal image,
verified that the temperature, pressure, composition, and dynamics of the volatile fluid
above the fuel surface was within flammability and liftoff limits.
The transition from flaming to smoldering was determined by subjectively
reviewing video recordings. Boxplots representing fractional distributions of fire
radiative energy, duration, area, and weight are separated by combustion phase and
presented in Figure 2.13. Outliers and extreme values are depicted as circles and
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Figure 2.13. Fractions of fire radiative energy, time, area, and weight by combustion
phase. Fire radiative energy and area measured with the TVS-8500.

asterisks, respectively. Note that flaming and smoldering fractions are not independent
observations since individual values are paired and coupled to the same fire. Flaming
fractions of time-integrated FRE and area include contributions from the flame as well
from the fuel bed, whereas, aside from an occasional flare up, smoldering fractions are
strictly limited to contributions from the fuel bed. Though the distributions are skewed
and overlap, in general more FRE was detected in the flaming phase than in the
smoldering phase. Flaming phases existed for considerably shorter durations and
therefore balanced time-integrated area fractions since the average instantaneous fire area
was approximately 10 times larger in flaming than in smoldering. Lastly, most of the
weight, including water, was lost during the flaming phase thereby explaining the
relatively high values for weighted, modified combustion efficiencies.

2.4.4. Sensor-to-sensor comparisons
Sensor-to-sensor comparisons o f time-integrated fire area and time-integrated fire
radiative energy were made by concurrently observing the same fire with two thermal
imaging systems (Appendix A). Ten fires were viewed from collocated positions, and 21
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fires were viewed with the AGEMA at zenith and the TVS-8500 at a polar angle, B, of
48°, 60°, or 76°. The topic of this section not only addresses sensor dependence on fire
radiative measurements, it also examines angular dependence and the ability to predict
nadir-looking measurements from oblique measurements.
Sensor-to-sensor differences in fire radiative energy are inherent since the
AGEMA and the TVS-8500 have distinctly different spectral response functions, focal
plane arrays, and temperature ranges. An examination of the theoretical relationship
between the two illustrates that their ratio is nearly one to one; that is, nearly independent
of target temperature over which the T"* approximation to radiance holds (Figure 2.14a).
Given a pair o f collocated cameras observe a commonly viewed blackbody, the
theoretical ratio of fire radiative energy on a per homogeneous pixel basis is as follows:

/ 'T' J
^ ^ ^ M I R .A G E M A i ^ / _

MIR,TVS ( ^ )

^ s û m p le ,AGEMA

^ A G E M A ^ '^ ^
^AG EM A

A
^sample,TVS

^

a TVS

[2.25]

T
(T )
^TVS < /

where T is the temperature of the blackbody. If the difference in ground sampling area is
neglected to isolate the effect o f spectral response, and for non-homogeneous pixels the
background radiance is considered negligible (a reasonable assumption for a minimum
brightness temperature o f 553 K and an approximate background temperature o f 300 K),
then the ratio of fire radiative energy becomes the product of two ratios: namely the ratio
o f AGEMA spectral radiance to TVS-8500 bandpass radiance ( L a g e a m a to
inverse ratio of sensor specific power law coefficients {arvs to

o a g e a m a )-

L jy ^

), and the

The AGEMA's

monochromatic response, centered at 3.9 pm, allows spectral radiance to be calculated
with the Planck function. Thus the theoretical relationship between fire radiative energy
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Figure 2.14. (a) Theoretical F R E mir comparison between the TVS-8500 and
AGEMA for commonly viewed homogeneous targets, (b) Ratio of AGEMA spectral
radiance to TVS-8500 bandpass radiance and ratio o i F R E mir determined for each
sensor as a function of temperature. Also shown is an example of a cumulative
distribution function, with percentiles, for an oblique image of flaming combustion.

measured with each sensor is essentially the tem perature dependent relationship betw een
L agem a

and

L tvs

scaled by the constant fraction o f pow er law coefficients (Figure 2.14b).

Since the theoretical ratio o f fire radiative energy m easured by two different
sensors is tem perature dependent on a per pixel basis, then concurrent and collocated
image ratios o f F R E m i r ^'^X be influenced by the fire’s therm al distribution. Therefore the
theoretically agglom erated ratio f o r a h e te r o g e n e o u s im a g e o f h o m o g e n e o u s b la c k b o d ie s
can be calculated as a weighted average o f individual therm al components:
F R E MIR. A G EM A

F R F MIR, A G EM A ( T )

F R F MIR.TVS

F R F M IR.TVS ( T )

[2.26]

where g is the class interval in a relative frequency histogram , Uc is the total num ber o f
class intervals, ^ i s the relative frequency, and T is the m idpoint tem perature o f the class
inter\'al at which the per pixel ratio in Equation 2.25 is evaluated. It m ust be em phasized
that Equation 2.26 converts an image value o f F R F m
F R E m ir .a g e .m a - ,

ir jv s

to an image value o f

or vice versa, by taking into account differences in spectral response
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functions only. For example the cumulative distribution for the image shown in Figure
2.12a (measured by the TVS-8500) is presented in Figure 2.14b. Using Equation 2.26, the
theoretical ratio of F R E m ir, a g e m a to F R E m ir.tvs

to spectral response alone, has an

agglomerated value o f 0.79, suggesting that it is dominated by temperatures below « 765
K (90*’’ percentile). More importantly. Equations 2.25 and 2.26 are calculated by
assuming the TVS-8500 brightness temperature to be the true kinetic temperature, at
which point a lookup table is consulted and the AGEMA spectral radiance is retrieved for
that blackbody temperature. Therefore, due to differences in retrieved brightness
temperature, ground cell resolution, and focal plane dimensions, this transformation is
directionally dependent; that is, dependent on whether F R E m ir is converted from a TVS8500 measurement to an AGEMA 550 measurement, or vice versa.

2.4.4.I. Collocated measurements
Aside from sensor-to-sensor deviation in F R E mir due to a theoretically isolated
effect o f spectral response, radiative measurements also differ due to differences in
temperature range settings for each camera. The minimum detection threshold was set to
477 K for the AGEMA and 553 K for the TVS-8500. Since a theoretical evaluation
requires knowledge o f the thermal distribution beneath 553 K, which is unavailable for
the TVS-8500, this analysis was performed empirically. An empirical approach also takes
into account sensor specific fire boundary approximations for edges with brightness
temperatures greater than 553 K for the TVS-8500. Although individual ground cell
resolutions differ due to differences in each detector’s IFOV, the summation of individual
ground cell areas over an entire image yields the instantaneous cross sectional area of the
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fire, A f. W ith the full fire in each cam era’s field o f view, and an equivalent m inim um
detection threshold, differences in m easured fire area can be attributed to boundary
approxim ations - either geom etric due to a pixilated representation o f a free form surface
or radiom etric due to an “o n /o ff’ edge classification.
The em pirical relationship betw een tim e-integrated fire area for collocated
cam eras at ^ = 0°, 48°, 60°, and 76° dem onstrates the TV S-8500 m easured a sm aller
tim e-integrated fire cross-sections when com pared to the A G EM A (Figure 2.15a). This
relationship is intuitive since the TVS-8500 has a higher detection threshold, due to range
selection, and therefore does not recognize a source that induces a brightness tem perature
less than 553 K. The A G EM A ’s tem perature range, on the other hand, allows for a low er
threshold o f 477 K and it is this difference in m inim um detection criteria that contributes,
though not entirely, to differences in m easured fire area. Corresponding collocated
calculations o f tim e-integrated fire radiative energy agree w ith the theoretical relationship
derived in Section 2.4.4 in so far as the TVS-8500 m easured m ore em itted therm al
radiation when compared to the AGEM A (Figure 2.15b).
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Figure 2.15. C ollocated m easurem ents m ade from four view in g angles: ^ = 0°
(n ad ir-lookin g), 48°, 60°, and 76°. (a) T im e-in tegrated fire area, lA f. (b) T im eintegrated fire radiative energy, HFRE vur, w ith corrections m ade to Y.FREm, r tvs
based on an assum ed brightness tem p eratu re for the d ifferen ce in d etected tim eintegrated fire area.
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Since the cameras were collocated for these observations, the absolute difference
in time-integrated fire area detected with each sensor,
I jF

R

E

for

, was determined. To correct

, differences in measured fire area were attributed solely to the

difference in temperature range settings for each camera. Assuming a constant brightness
temperature for the difference in fire area permits bandpass radiance to be taken out of
the summation in Equation 2.19 and allows the fire radiative energy emitted below 553
K, but not detected by the TVS-8500, to be simulated as follows:
M :F R E Z j!':tvs =

X

23.094//W •

x

)

[2.27]

It should be noted that Equation 2.27 is a hypothetical value based on a fictitious
brightness temperature below the TVS-8500 detection threshold. This equation should
not be confused with a measured difference between two dissimilar cameras. By
assuming extreme brightness temperatures below the TVS-8500 range, and above the
AGEMA range, the minimum and maximum difference in fire radiative energy due to
TVS-8500 range selection was calculated (Figure 2.15b). For brightness temperatures of
480 K and 550 K, the difference in time-integrated fire area accounted for as much as
6.2% and 13.9%, respectively, o f the corrected TVS-8500 fire radiative energy when
calculated with the MIR method.
It should be noted that the least squares estimates of the slope and intercept for the
regression lines presented in Figure 2.15 are dependent on distance, therefore these
calibration equations are only valid for sensor arrangements identical to those constructed
in this experiment. To eliminate the confounding effects of target distance on collocated
sensor-to-sensor calibrations, camera pairs should be placed on a hemisphere rather than
at varying distances. Such an apparatus, however, was not incorporated into this
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experiment due to general engineering limitations. Furthermore, the effects of fuel type
and combustion efficiency on the collocated relationship were not investigated because
only two species of fine fuels were burned, all arranged horizontally, and no trace gas
measurements were taken.

2A.4.2. Nadir vs. off-nadir measurements
For nadir versus off-nadir comparisons, the AGEMA remained fixed at the zenith
while the TVS-8500 alternated between three polar angles: 9= 48°, 60°, or 76°
Comparisons between time-integrated fire area and time-integrated fire radiative energy
measured by each sensor are graphically presented in Figures 2.16a and b, respectively.
To ascertain the influence of viewing angle, fuel type, and weighted MCE on the
prediction of a nadir measurement from an off-nadir measurement a linear regression
analysis was performed on both the time-integrated fire area and radiative energy
datasets. A backward elimination procedure was used to select the best regression, the
AGEMA’s nadir-looking measurement was defined as the response, and the initial model
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Figure 2.16. Nadir versus off-nadir measurements with the AGEMA always located
at the zenith and the TVS-8500 at a polar angle of 48°, 60°, or 76°. (a) Timeintegrated fire area, X4f. (b) Time-integrated fire radiative energy, 1:FREmir.
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contained all candidate explanatory variables, including interaction terms. The following
conclusions were drawn based on p-values and F tests for a subset of predictors with a
tolerable probability of a Type I error specified at a = .05:
1. Even though viewing angle and fuel type are variables with geometric
manifestations, interaction between these two terms was not significant.
2. The inclusion of weighted MCE as an explanatory variable contributed no further
predictive value with all other variables include in the model. With an elevated
range between 0.889 and 0.978, the weighted MCE identifies flaming as the
dominant combustion phase in all bums and essentially eliminates smoldering
from the analysis.
3. Knowledge o f the fuel itself, characterized by species and arrangement, added no
further predictive value to the regression.
4. For time-integrated fire area; (a) the slopes of the regression lines were
homogeneous regardless o f viewing angle, (b) the intercepts at 48° and 60° were
homogeneous, and (c) the intercept at 76° was significantly different than the
intercept at 48° and 60°.
5.

For time integrated fire radiative energy: (a) the slopes and intercepts at 48° and
60° were homogeneous, and (b) the slope and intercept at 76° was significantly
different than the slope and intercept at 48° and 60°.

Although time-integrated fire area and radiative energy measurements made with the
TVS-8500 at polar angles of 48°, 60° and 76° have been compared, it cannot be stated
whether or not these measurements are significantly different than if the TVS-8500 were
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nadir-looking. To do so would require a statistical analysis between the nadir versus offnadir relationship and the collocated relationship. This, however, has two flaws. First, the
upper values o f time integrated fire area and radiative energy measured by the TVS-8500
during the collocated arrangement did not exceed 45 m^ and 825 kJ, respectively, thereby
requiring an extrapolation beyond the collected data if a comparison is to be made. Even
if the first flaw is mitigated by reducing the sample size of the nadir versus off-nadir
measurements to under 50 m^ and 1000 kJ, this does not avert the second flaw, which is
that these linear regressions are dependent on the distance between the sensor and target.
For collocated measurements taken at the zenith, cameras were positioned on the
sampling platform (J «16 m); however, for the nadir versus of-nadir measurements, the
AGEMA 550 was positioned in the stack (J « 5 m). In the future, this discrepancy can be
avoided again by observing the fires from a hemisphere with a constant radius.

2.4.5. Radiative emission factors and radiant fractions
For each bum, sensor specific, time-integrated, fire radiative energy
measurements were compared to the amount o f total organic material consumed, on an
ash-ffee, dry weight basis (Figure 2.17). A linear regression analysis performed on the
nadir-looking AGEMA dataset (n = 18) revealed again very strong evidence (p-value =
.937) supporting the null hypothesis that there is no relation between biomass
consumption and modified combustion efficiency with all other factors included in the
model. This conclusion, however, must be interpreted with the same caution as above
since the range of weighted MCE values was only representative of flaming combustion.
Based on an F-test for a subset o f predictors, fuel type added further predictive power at
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the « = .05 level. Including fuel type as an explanatory variable raised the

value from

.88 to .98 and decreased the standard error from 0.20 kg to 0.12 kg. H ow ever doing so
also added six independent variables so that the regression accounted for seven o f the 17
total degrees o f freedom. If know ledge o f fuel type is unavailable, or if future
m easurem ents are m ade o f a fuel type w hose em ission factor has not already
characterized, a sim ple linear regression m ay suffice (Figure 2.17a). Individual radiative
emission factors for the AG EM A strictly positioned at the zenith ranged from 1.29 to
4.18 M J/kg.
The simple linear regression relating fuel consum ption to fire radiative
energy m easured w ith the TVS-8500 also neglects view ing angle, fuel type, and their
interaction (Figure 17b). Interaction betw een view ing angle and fuel w as found to be
significant at a= 0.05, but not at a = O . O l . V iew ing angle and fuel type separately added
further predictive value at the a = 0.05 level. Com pared to a simple linear regression.
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Figure 2.17. L inear regressions relating total fu el con su m p tion to tim e-in tegrated
F R E mir m easured by (a) the A G E M A alw ays located at th e zen ith , and (b) th e TVS8500 located at polar angles o f 48°, 60°, and 72°. T he solid lines d ep ict a sim ple
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the inclusion o f all significant variables in the model raised the

value from 0.90 to

0.99 and decreased the standard error from 0.14 kg to 0.06 kg, though the regression
accounted for 16 o f the 34 total degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, if viewing angle and
fiiel type are ignored, less than

1 0

% o f the variation in total biomass consumption

remains unexplained by the amount of fire radiative energy measured by the TVS-8500.
Individual radiative emission factors (n = 35) for the TVS-8500 ranged from 1.58 to 4.13
MJ/kg.
The radiant fraction, %r, is the fraction of total energy liberated in the form of
radiation during the combustion process. Heats of combustion for forest fuels have been
extensively studied using bomb calorimetry and evolved gas analysis (Susott et al.
1975;Susott et al. 1979). The heats of combustion used to derive radiant fractions were
referenced from either Susott (1982) or Klauss (1998). Tabulated values were extracted
based upon fuel species, and where fuel data was unavailable, values were calculated
from linear equations relating the heat of combustion to the carbon content measured
from the ultimate analyses. Radiant fractions for the AGEMA ranged from 7.24 to 18.6%
with an average of 12.4% and a standard deviation of 3.4%. These values agree well with
those calculated for the TVS-8500, which ranged from 7.2 to 18.4% with an average of
12.1% and a standard deviation o f 3 0%. Underestimation of the radiant fraction derived
via the MIR method, compared to those previously reported by McCarter and Broido
(1965) can be attributed to the following: (i) isotropic assumptions, (ii) undetected
thermal emission from CO2 in the flaming phase, (iii) total emissive power extrapolations
beyond the measured spectral region, and (iv) inaccurate representation of fire surface
area. Furthermore McCarter and Broido essentially divided the total heat release into
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radiation and convection since conductive losses were avoided by burning a wood crib
suspended above the ground. To estimate the total heat release, they simply added their
convective measurement, neglecting heat transfer to the stack walls, to their radiative
measurement.

2.5. Discussion
2.5.1. Sensitivity o f F R E measurements to errors in sensor-to-target distance
Aside from errors in retrieved brightness temperature, FRE is also affected by
errors in assumed pixel dimensions when total emissive power is converted to a radiative
heat transfer rate. Acknowledging that FRE in this section is presented on a per pixel
basis, rather than a per image basis, consider dace and di„acc to be the accurate and
inaccurate distances between the detector and the center of the real-world spatial element
being sensed. Here, the accurate distance is true and the inaccurate distance is measured.
The area of the ground cell containing the target, normal to the detector, and subtended
by the instantaneous view of the detector, can be calculated accordingly for each
distance:
^acc =

V Xd^^^ ^

(from Equation 2.16)
[2.28]

where IFOV is expressed in milliradians (mrad). Since the IFOV is constant for each
detector in the TVS-8500’s focal plane array (1 mrad), inaccurate sensor-to-target
distance measurements are responsible for errors in projected ground sampling area, and
hence errors in FRE. If using Equation 2.15, F R E mir is calculated for the accurate and
inaccurate distance measurements.
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“ ^ acc ^

MIR,TVS

~

^Inacc

23.094 X ( Z j y j

[2.29]

Ljy^l^^^j^g^ound)

^ 23.094 X (Z^yj —Zyy^

)

[2.30]

then the relative error in fire radiative energy due to a distance measurement can be
expressed as such:
pnpinacc

__

errorFREZrvs = ------ [2-31]
^

MIR,TVS

which, after substitution, and cancellation of like terms, is reduced to the following:

errorFRE^‘jl„ s =

_1
^acc

^ acc

[2.32]

^ acc

Furthermore, if the relative error in distance measurement, errorDist, is expressed as
such:
errorDist =

[2.33]
dace

then the relative error in fire radiative energy due to a relative error in distance
measurement is shown to have the form:
errorFRE^j^jyg = (1 + errorDistŸ - 1 = errorDist^ + lerrorDist

[2.34]

Given the pixel is occupied by the same hotspot and background radiance. Equation 2.34
demonstrates that relative errors in FRE are affected by relative errors in distance
measurements and do not depend on actual distances or brightness temperatures. Table
2.4 is the evaluation of Equation 2.34 at seven relative errors in distance (where percent
error is the relative error multiplied by 100). Though errors are not symmetrical about the
true distance, by overestimating the true distance, fire radiative energy is overestimated.
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Table 2.4. Evaluation of relative errors in FRE given a relative error in distance.
%errorDist
VoerrorFRE

-20 %

- 10 %

-5 %

- 1%

+ 1%

+ 5%

+ 10%

+ 20 %

-3 6 %

- 19 %

- 10 %

-2 %

+2%

+ 10 %

+ 21 %

+44%

and conversely, by underestimating the true distance, fire radiative energy is
underestimated.
Although relative errors in distance measurements induce relative errors in
F R E mir ,

the absolute difference between the correct and erroneously retrieved value is

dependent on distance and brightness temperature. For the TVS-8500 the absolute error
in F R E mir for a homogeneous pixel due to an inaccurate distance measurement,
expressed as AFRE^f,^ jy^ , is found by rearranging Equation 2.23 and is equivalent to the
difference between the accurate and inaccurate measurement of F R E m ir, t v s for a given
brightness temperature. Figure 2.18 illustrates this concept. Here, each “sheet” represents
the percent error in distance measurement, either 1,5, 10, or 20%, while the jc and y axes
span a brightness temperature and distance commonly experienced in the laboratory
setting. As expected, the greatest absolute error in F R E occurs in pixels that ( 1 )
have ground cells furthest from the detector, (2 ) have extreme relative errors in distance
measurement, and (3) have the highest brightness temperatures. It is also worth noting
that although a difference of 1 W may appear benign. Figure 2.18 depicts AFRE^^^ jy^ on
a per pixel basis, o f which 60,416 compose a single TVS-8500 image.
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Figure 2.18. Absolute difference between accurate and inaccurate F R E m i r , t v s
measurements due to distance on a per pixel basis. Brightness temperatures,
accurate distances {dacj^ and percent errors in distance measurement (%errorDist)
span a range commonly experienced in the combustion chamber. The corresponding
percent error in fire radiative energy due to an error in distance measurement
{%errorFRE^% j.y^ ) is also labeled for reference.

2.5.2 Two-dimensional image representation of a 3-D fire
Since it has been shown that errors in

F R E m ir .t v s

can be attributed to errors in

distance measurem ents, a justification for the use o f a single image distance based on
viewing geometry is prudent. W hereas the fuel bed in a nadir-looking view is at a
relatively constant distance from the detector, the fuel bed in an oblique view varies in
distance depending on the target’s location in the depth o f field; that is, the front o f the
fuel bed is closer to the detector than the rear o f the fuel bed. To assign an individual
distance to each picture element in the image, however, requires that each pixel be
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registered to a real world, three-dim ensional spatial coordinate. A lthough registration is
reasonable for pixels associated w ith stationary fuel particles, it is considerably m ore
difficult to register pixels associated w ith differential volum es o f gaseous com bustion.
Above and in front o f the fuel bed, flame geom etry is unique for each im age and
therefore tim e dependent. Instead, a constant view ing distance was assigned to each
pixel and the image plane was constructed parallel to the focal plane so that the center o f
the image coincided with the center o f the fuel bed (Figure 2.19a). The constant view ing
distance used to calculate the constant ground sam pling area, As„mpie, in the

F R E m ir

algorithm is the line-of-sight distance m easured betw een the focal plane array and the
center o f the fuel bed. W ith this approach there is no difference in angle betw een the
focal plane norm al and the direction o f radiation, nor betw een the fire im age norm al and
the direction o f radiation. As the cam era changes view ing angles, the fire im age norm al
rotates in the y-z plane while the horizontal centerline o f the fire im age rem ains the x-

a.)

C.)

image plane "a'

image plane ”c"

,

image plane "a'
Figure 2.19. (a) T he fire im age plane p arallel to the focal plane array w ith th e center
o f the im age coin cid in g w ith the center o f the fuel bed. (b) O rien tation o f fire im age
plane with respect to typical laboratory fire geom etry, (c) T h e fire im age p lan e lyin g
in th e x -y plane with the center o f the im age coin cid en t w ith the center o f th e fuel
bed.
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axis. Like a nadir-looking representation of the fire, the entire area of the ground cell is
projected onto the detector since there is no difference in angle between the fire image
normal and the focal plane normal. This two-dimensional over simplification not only
eliminates the need for registration, but it is fundamentally analogous to the classical
planar representation of a blackbody and allows radiative heat transfer to be treated as an
interaction between two solid surfaces. Since observations were only taken along one
meridian, it must be assumed that the fire is thermally symmetrical about the z-axis.
Therefore, in general, fire radiative energy that is underestimated at Location 1 due to
distance di is balanced by fire radiative energy that is overestimated at Location 2 due to
distance d2 (Figure 2.19b). Also, projecting an optically thin flame onto the image plane
accounts for the full path length, dj. At high oblique angles, where the fire image plane
nearly bisects the fire as the image normal rotates towards the y-axis, this geometric
assumption ultimately leads to an under prediction of FRE, as the results from the
previous section indicate.
An alternate planar representation o f the fire occurs if the fire image is rotated so
that it lies in the x-y plane (Figure 2.19c). Here, the fire image normal, or the z-axis, is
perpendicular to the fuel bed while the center of the image remains registered to the
center of the fuel bed. With this configuration there is no difference in angle between the
focal plane normal and the direction of radiation, however, the difference in angle
between the fire image normal and the direction o f radiation is the polar angle, 0. Unlike
above where the surface area o f the fire was always and completely projected onto the
detector, the surface area o f the fire that is projected onto the detector, here, falls off with
the cosine of 0. Also, whereas polar angle in the previous representation was considered a
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statistical treatment since the hemisphere above the fire surface tilted depending on
viewing geometry, for this alternative, time-integrated fire area and radiative energy
measured with the TVS-8500 can be calculated based on the fraction of area projected
onto the focal plane array. Since the area of the focal plane array and the instantaneous
area o f the fire were relatively small compared to the square of the separation distance,
this was accomplished by dividing previous measurements of EA/^tvs and 2FRE mir.tvs by
the cosine of the polar angle, 0 (Figures 2.20 a, b, and c). Note the correlation coefficient,
R^, associated with the relationship between FRE and fuel consumption (Figure 2.20c) is
less than that achieved by assuming the fire image plane parallel to the focal plane for
each individual viewing angle (Figure 2.17b). Also note that after adjusting FREmirtvs
for the angle of observation, radiant fractions increased toward more accepted values
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ranging from 17.4 to 44.8% with an average of 25.6% and a standard deviation of 74% .
This suggests that until a more accurate measurement of total fire radiative energy is
achieved, the decision to select either a horizontal or parallel planar representation of the
fire’s surface area should be based upon the application for which FRE is intended.

2.5.3 Thermally heterogeneous pixel simulations
Since the middle infrared radiance method attempts to provide the total radiative
energy liberated during combustion, a comparison between this method and the FRE
calculated via Stefan Boltzmann’s Law is warranted. In this section, the difference
between the fire radiative energy quantified via the MIR method and Stefan Boltzmann’s
Law is expressed as a percent error:
%errorFRE'""‘^°‘‘ =

pup

^

stefan-soitz ) ^ ^

[2.351

Stefan-Boltz

Note that the error in fire radiative energy as expressed here is imposed by the method of
calculation. It is not an error budget on the energy emitted by the fire nor is it an error
budget on the energy incident to the detector, as in section 2.5.1. Rather Equation 2.35 is
an indicator of the deviation in F R E m i r . t v s from a classically calculated fire radiative
energy. Such an examination essentially divides the utility o f FRE into two separate
categories: one use is to remotely measure biomass consumption, and the other is to
determine the fraction o f energy released during combustion in the form of radiation. The
first application relates directly to the radiative emission factor. Here the magnitude of
FR E

m ir , t v s

is relative; that is, the actual measurement is irrelevant as long as it is precise

and proportional to the amount o f biomass consumed. Even iîFREMiRjvsàoes not
accurately measure the true fire radiative energy, it can still be used to predict biomass
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consumption. The second application, however, relates to the radiant fraction and
requires an accurate measurement of the true fire radiative energy if it is to be compared
to the total conductive, convective, and radiative heat release rate. Aiming to accurately
quantify the true radiative energy has two goals: (i) it establishes a standard for sensor-tosensor and cross-platform comparisons and (ii) given an accurate estimate of the radiant
fraction, it provides a means to remotely measure the convective heat release rate, and
thus buoyancy and injection heights. Therefore, it is the second use of FRE for which
Equation 2.35 is intended.
The simplest case of thermal heterogeneity involves a pixel composed of two
homogeneous temperatures. Consider a two-component pixel containing a thermal target
and a background. The target has an effective temperature, 7], and occupies a fractional
areapi, while the background has a constant temperature, Tb, of 300 K and occupies a
fractional area pb, where p b = \ - pi- Solutions for T{ and pi are presented (in red) in Figure
2.21 for a TVS-8500 pixel brightness temperature of 600 K. This spectral and spatial
amalgam corresponds to a detected FREmirjvs^Q^ unit area of 6921.83 W-m'^ for a
homogeneous pixel, and 6891.88 W-m'^ for a heterogeneous pixel regardless o f subpixel
composition (the difference in F R E m i r , t v s is due to the fact that background radiance is
not subtracted out of a homogeneous pixel since it does not exist,/?* = 0). Note that
radiative energy release rate is normalized to the area of the ground cell, not the actual
area o f the fire. If the pixel is homogeneous, with a target temperature of 600 K
occupying 100% of the ground cell, then fire radiative energy determined via the MIR
radiance method underestimates Stefan-Boltzmann’s calculation by 5.79%. As the
effective target temperature increases, however, the associated fractional area decreases
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T 1

Pixel brigjitness temperature of 600 K & background temperature of300K :
B FRE

MR.TVS per unit area = 6921.83

W-m' (homogeneous pixel)
--

0.8

-

0.6

MIR.TVS per unit area = 6891.88 W m" (heterogeneous pixels)

Ü CL.

6000 -

F R E St^an-Bohz per unit area
%

Pi

5500

900

1000

1100

1200

Target temperature, T, (K)

Figure 2.21. In red circles, the solution set of target temperature, J/, and target pixel
fraction,/);, for a retrieved TVS-8500 pixel brightness temperature of 600 K. At a
target temperature of 600 K the pixel is homogeneous, and at target temperatures
greater than 600 K, the background temperature is assumed constant at 300 K.
Black triangles represent the fire radiative energy calculated via StefanBoltzmann’s law based on T, and />/. For pi < 1, the fire radiative energy per unit
ground cell determined via the MIR radiance method is constant at 6891.88 W-m*'
(dashed line).

in order to produce an equivalent radiance. Therefore for a two com ponent pixel
composed o f tem peratures betw een 600 and 1400 K, with an overall brightness
tem perature o f 600 K, the M IR radiance m ethod overpredicts Stefan-B otzm ann's
calculation by as m uch as 24.02% and underpredicts it by as m uch as 11.72%, depending
on sub-pixel target temperature and fractional area. The ratio o f F R E m i r j v s '^o

F R E stefan-

sote derived from the values presented in Figure 2.21 agree well w ith the hom ogeneous
pixels presented in Figure 2.10 for three reasons: (i) the hotspot is hom ogeneous, (ii) the
pixel radiance contribution is dominated by the hotpot, and (iii) compared to the radiance
contributed by the hotspot, background radiance is practically negligible.
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In order to investigate the influence o f thermal heterogeneity on FRE calculated
via two different methods, simulated pixels were constructed on a per unit area basis.
Each pixel was divided into 100 subregions, and each subregion was assigned either a
smoldering or flaming temperature. Smoldering and flaming temperatures, here, refer to
generalized temperatures experienced during a particular combustion phase and do not
necessarily relate directly to char temperature during smoldering, nor flame temperature
during flaming. Background radiance was neglected in this simulation to isolate the
effects o f high temperature heterogeneity (the effect of background temperature and
fractional area is addressed in a later section). Sub-pixel smoldering and flaming
temperatures, Ts and 7/, were selected from Gaussian distributions with mean values of
600 K and 1000 K, respectively. To produce the desired heterogeneity, standard
deviations (c^ and <jj) were assigned values of 25 K, 50 K, or 100 K depending on the
simulation. Each subregion was assumed to radiate like a blackbody, and temperatures
were converted to spectral radiances emitted in the TVS-8500 bandpass. Spectral
radiances were then summed and smeared over the detector to achieve the bandpass
radiance emitted by the pixel, L

tvs-

Fire radiative energy was calculated via the MIR

method, F R E m ir jv s , using Equation 2.15 and brightness temperatures for the
heterogeneous pixels were retrieved via a lookup table. The classical fire radiative
energy, FREstefan-Boitz, was calculated with Stefan Boltzmann’s Law as introduced in
Equation 2.5- Percent errors in FREmir.tvs'^^^^ respect to FREstefm-Boitz were calculated
with Equation 2.27 and compared based on TVS-8500 brightness temperature. Results
for nine simulations, consisting of 500 virtual pixels each, are presented in Figure 2.22.
Figure 2.22 illustrates the difficulties in assessing the error in MIR fire radiative energy
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Figure 2.22. A sim u lated effect o f tw o com p on en t varian ce on FR E calcu lated via
tw o m ethods. T he con tin uou s line (in pink) represents the error in F R E calcu lated
via the M IR m ethod w hen com pared to S tefa n -B o ltzm a n n ’s L aw for a h om ogen eou s
pixel. Five-h u nd red sim u lated , tw o-com p on en t, h eterogen eou s, high tem p eratu re
pixels are show n in blue. S m olderin g and flam in g fraction s w ere ran d om ly created
and tem p eratu res T, and 7 } w ere selected from G aussian d istrib u tion s h avin g m ean
values o f 600 and 1000 K, respectively. S tan dard d eviation s, cjs and Of, w ere varied
from 25 to 50 to 100 K as illustrated.

when compared to Stefan-Boltzm ann's calculation. The continuous line in each graph
represents the percent error for a therm ally hom ogeneous pixel, essentially Figure 2.10
expressed a percent error, and individual points in each graph represent the error
associated with a therm ally heterogeneous pixel. W here
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= 25 K and cy= 25 K (the

upper left plot), the agreem ent betw een the continuous line and the sim ulation at 600 K
and 1000 K indicates that the random ly constructed pixel w as nearly hom ogeneous; that
is, either the agglom erated sm oldering fraction, p s , or agglom erated flam ing fraction, /?/,
approached 1. For points w ithin this range, heterogeneous errors result from a
com bination o f hom ogeneous errors at Ts and Tf. H eterogeneous errors are dependent on
brightness tem perature, and since brightness tem peratures are dependent on sub-pixel
composition, heterogeneous errors are also dependent on the fractions o f flam ing and
smoldering. Furtherm ore, as the variation in tem perature increases, the uncertainty in
error increases, and whereas the variance o f Ts has little effect on the uncertainty in error
for brightness tem peratures above 7^, an increase in the variance o f 7} increases the
uncertainty in error for brightness tem peratures below Tf.
Since heterogeneous errors result from the specific com bination o f Ts and Tf, four
m ore simulations were conducted - each with a m ean sm oldering tem perature o f 600 K,
but eaeh with a different m ean flam ing tem perature, 7}/, Tj2 , Tfs, Tf4 . Figure 2.23a

a n = 25 K

a f j = 25 K

af4 =23K
1200K
0
^

.,0 .

■

......

r,./=12001C\
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700

-5

.10 ;

r .= 6 0 0 K
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J /*
Tm=8001C,Gm = 2 5 K
l T r - 1 2 0 0 K .o r .2 5 K
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1000 1100
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Brightness Tenperature (K)
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700

Tm= 1200 K, am = 25 K
T r . |4 0 0 K . o r . 2 5 K
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1000 1100
1200
Brightness Temperature (K.)

1300

1400

Figure 2.23. In both graphs, the con tin uou s line in p in k represen ts th e error in FRE
calculated via the M IR m ethod w hen com pared to S tefa n -B o ltzm a n n ’s L aw for a
h om ogeneous pixel with an eq u ivalent brightness tem p eratu re, (a) T he sim u lated
effect o f sub-pixel tem p eratu re com position on this error for tw o-com p on en t,
h eterogen eou s, high tem p eratu re pixels, (b) T h e sim u lated effect o f su b -p ixel
tem perature com position on this error for th ree-com p on en t, h eterogen eou s, high
tem perature pixels.
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demonstrates that heterogeneous errors are dependent on the temperature range within the
pixel itself, and as the temperature range increases, these errors are dominated by the
error associated with Tf. If homogeneous errors at Ts and 7/are equivalent, then
heterogeneous errors for a two component pixel are independent of brightness
temperature. Furthermore, as the temperature difference between smoldering and flaming
increases, the uncertainty in error also increases, especially at lower brightness
temperatures. Also notice that for the simulation where Ts = 600 K and 7/= 800 K, the
error is good agreement with the error for homogeneous pixel. Therefore errors will
approach those of a homogeneous pixel for heterogeneous pixels composed of
temperatures between 600 and 900 K. However, the same cannot be said for pixels
composed o f temperatures greater than ~ 900K, or pixels composed of temperatures that
span ~900K. Whereas the homogeneous function is concave above ~900K,
heterogeneous errors beyond this inflection point result in a convex pattern. Figure 2.23b
illustrates this concept, and also introduces the effect of more than two thermal
components by including a third, moderate temperature, 7^, within the pixel.
In all likelihood a pixel will contain a background contribution even for spatial
resolutions achieved in a laboratory setting. A final simulation was run with Ts = 600 K,
Tf = 1000 K, and a background temperature of Tb = 300 K. High temperature sub-regions
were assigned standard deviations of 25 K, however given the controlled climate in the
combustion chamber, the background standard deviation,

was set to 5 K. Results are

presented in Figure 2.24a and can be interpreted based on the discussion of previous
simulations. The only new insight here is that although uncertainty in the error is
dependent on brightness temperature, smoldering fraction ps, and flaming fraction p f this
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Figure 2.24 (a) A simulated effect of background temperature and pixel fraction on
errors in retrieved FRE for three-component, heterogeneous pixels. The continuous
line in pink represents the error in FRE calculated via the MIR method when
compared to Stefan-Boltzmann’s Law for a homogeneous pixel with an equivalent
brightness temperature, (b) From the simulation presented in (a), the uncertainty in
error is independent of the background fraction,/?/,, (c & d) From the simulation
presented in (a), the uncertainty in error is dependent on the flaming and
smoldering fraction,/?/and/?$.
uncertainty is independent o f the background fraction,/)/, (Figures 2.24 b, c, and d). An
explanation for the plateau at approxim ately 20% can also be inferred from the fractional
plots; pixels that bave errors approaching this value are prim arily composed flaming and
background temperatures. A relatively tight variance around a simulated flaming
temperature o f 1000 K is analogous to the two-com ponent sim plification presented in
Figure 2.21.
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2.6. Conclusions and future work
This research has not only produced interpretable results, it has also lead to the
development o f several hardware and software innovations - tools that are expected to
receive continued attention in the future. The following is a brief summary of concluding
remarks:
•

To implement the middle infrared radiance method, the spectral coefficient, a,
most suitable for heterogeneous pixels with effective target temperatures between
600 K and 1400 K has been determined for the TVS-8500 thermal imaging
system.

• A processing chain used to recognize sequences o f thermal images in proprietary
format has further incorporated the MIR method to calculate FRE for pixels with
brightness temperatures greater than an absolute minimum detection threshold.
•

A theoretical spectral relationship and an empirical directional relationship have
been derived for comparing F R E m ir measurements made with two different mid
wave sensors.

•

A preliminary set of laboratory-scale radiative emission factors and radiant
fractions have been determined.

•

Effects of errors in sensor-to-target distance and assumed image plane orientation
on F R E mir measurements have been examined.

• Differences in FRE calculated via two methods have been simulated with regard
to sub-pixel temperature, composition, and variance.

O f the possible branches stemming from this study, four concepts in particular
deserve additional exploration. The first is to investigate whether or not the relationship
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between fuel consumption and fire radiative energy is linear beyond the range measured
in the laboratory experiment. Larger fires, however, may be difficult to observe from
oblique viewing angles in the combustion chamber when the stack is completely lowered.
Furthermore, the largest fires in the laboratory may still not be large enough to
extrapolate results to landscape measurements. Therefore, it is suggested that future
experiments be conducted outside. Piled activity fuels are geometrically analogous to the
beds constructed in the laboratory on a larger scale and offer an excellent opportunity to
weigh fuel particles individually or to estimate the pre- and post bum weights of the pile
(Hardy 1996).
Second, although the MIR method attempts to circumvent the need to distinguish
flaming and smoldering during the measurement of fire radiative energy, it is unclear
from this study, though anticipated, that radiative emission factors will be dependent on
combustion phase. This notion is evidenced by instantaneous comparisons between
F R E mir

and the rates of weight loss and emissions production (not presented). The

radiative emission factors calculated in this experiment, instead, were fire-averaged; that
is they encompass contributions from pre-ignition pyrolisis, through the evolution and
subsidence of the flaming phase, to the decay of smoldering and glowing combustion,
until extinction. Such measurements are directly applicable to only two types of
observations: (i) individual pixels that undergo the same sequential combustion processes
as those experienced in the laboratory, or (ii) individual pixels that contain radiant
contributions from each combustion phase in the exact proportion as those experienced in
the laboratory. The former enforces that pixels be continuously monitored from a fixed or
reproducible viewing geometry. If radiative emission factors are developed for flaming
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and smoldering phases in the future, then the ability to discriminate combustion processes
will he necessary. Previous methods have relied on spectral coverage and resolution by
exploiting a split window algorithm (Dozier 1981) or by recognizing a monochromatic
emission line only indicative o f molecular radiation from flames (Vodacek et al. 2002).
Unfortunately these methods are inapplicable without enhanced multi-spectral
observations. The temporal coverage and resolution achieved in the laboratory
experiment, however, has revealed an interesting artifact. Based upon visual inspection of
the instantaneous F R E mir and cross-sectional area profiles, the variance in either of these
values appears to be greater in flaming than in smoldering. This can be attributed to (i)
relatively rapid changes in flame geometry and structure due to turbulent convection and
buoyantly induced indrafts, and (ii) relatively rapid changes in effective brightness
temperature due to temporal differences in reaction rates, trace gas composition, soot
concentration, and particle size distribution. Further work should attempt to quantify the
difference in variance for flaming and smoldering phases and evaluate the utility of this
discrimination technique for continuous, single band observations. Aside from
combustion phase, the ability to separate the relative contributions of fire radiative energy
emanating from the fuel bed and the flames above the fuel bed is also of interest.
Third, the influence o f fire image orientation on the measurement of FRE must he
refined. Although results demonstrated that either a parallel plane or a horizontal plane
should he selected based on the application of FRE, different methods to retrieve an
accurate surface area o f the fire should be geometrically investigated. Rather than
assuming a two dimensional representation, it may be more appropriate to develop a 3-d
model. For instance, given observation angle and sensor-to-target distance, a conical
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shape of the fire could be used to represent the fire as a function of time. The area of the
image plane intersecting the cone could then be related to conical area. Such a
mathematical approach, however, necessitates a conical flame in reality, a shape not
produced during the previous experiment due to turbulence. Therefore future designs
should control airflow more tightly, or if trace gas and aerosol measurements are
neglected, removed altogether to allow the flame to develop under self-induced
buoyancy.
And fourth, to avoid arbitrary and contextual sub-pixel construction, simulations
should incorporate measured thermal distributions where possible. Although previous
simulations have assigned flaming, smoldering, and background temperatures based on
distributional assumptions, each image collected during an experiment generates its own
thermal distribution. This provides an opportunity to create virtual pixels from actual
images and allows for a scalable interpretation of the results. For example, the field of
view for the TVS-8500 at 4.0 m results in an observable ground area of approximately
1.0 m^. Therefore, given an appropriate range selection, image thermal distributions
obtained in the combustion chamber could be used to simulate sub-pixel thermal
distributions on the landscape.
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Appendix A

Table la : Collocated sensor comparisons

00
'sO

TVS- AGEMA
8500
550
position position

Burn
count

Burn
name

1

110903E

nadir

2

110903F
110903G
111103A
111103B
111103C
111103D
111103E
111103F
111103G

nadir
nadir

(9 -7 6 °
(9 -7 6 °
(9 -7 6 °
(9 -6 0 °
(9 -6 0 °
(9 -4 8 °
(9 -4 8 °

6 /-7 6 °
(9 = 76°
(9 -7 6 °
(9 -6 0 °
(9 = 60°
(9 -4 8 °
(9 -4 8 °

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

SFRE mIR,AGEMA

F^^fjvs

(kJ)

(m^)

AGEMA

EFRE m i r j v s
(kJ) iiAEAf

EFRE m i r j v s
(kJ) ii AEA f

is 480 K

is 550 K

Fuel description

nadir

dambo grass (h)*

100

818.23

663.10

44.13

67.66

858.81

916.25

nadir
nadir

PiPo Needles (1-hr)^

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

815.96
&%J2

666.96

41M

524.24
151.86

29.02

870.29
690.00
215.10

177.14
175.88
235.67
330.32
332.84

14.51
14.75
17.73
23.45
21.88

74.59
44.26
15.14
19.83
16.48

26.91

373.04

21M

29.77

947.20
727.21
219.63
271.70
247.79
339.80
473.15
466.09
523.90

h = horizontal fuel arrangement
^ 1-hr = 1 hour fuel

ZFRE

Mass
percent

dambo grass (h)
dambo grass (h)
PiPo Needles (1-hr)

dambo grass (h)
dambo grass (h)
PiPo Needles (1-hr)

dambo grass (h)
dambo grass (h)

(kJ)

211.89
249.57
240.59
322.67
431.78

445.14
496.03

13.28

(m^)

21.85
33.39

258.73

243.57
329.76

448.91
453.81
507.57
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Table lb: Nadir vs. off-nadir sensor comparisons
Burn
count

Burn
Nam e

1

110403A

2
3

4

TVSAGEM A8500
550
Position Position

110403B
110503C

110503D

<9 = 48°
^? = 48°
<9 = 60°

<9 = 60°

o

(m^)

W eighted
MCE

467.92

26.81

40.07

43.21

0.978

2206.42

1148.22

77.61

115.99

112.91

0.957

1127.12

2254.24

1006.73

60.95

121.89

103.98

0.951

18
25
57

2619.25

5238.51

2029.64

157.42

314.84

304.15

0.968

100

312.73

1292.68

514.14

17.77

73.45

48.35

0.974

41
59

679.00

2806.70

1147.88

42.42

175.35

133.07

0.955

18
27
55

2122.52

8773.59

2349.35

104.13

430.44

254.07

0.952

Fuel D escription

n a d ir

PiPo Needles (1-hr)^

n a d ir

PiPo Needles ( 1-hr)
PsMe Stems (10-hr)®

n a d ir

n a d ir

(kJ)

100

564.03

842.94

44
56

1476.38

PiPo Needles (1-hr)
PsMe Stems (10-hr)

40
60

PiPo Needles (1-hr)
PsMe Stems (10-hr)
PiPo W ood (100-hr)*

VO

^^f,AOEMA

(m^)

,a g e m a

(kJ)

(kJ) corrected to
nadir

5

110603A

<9 = 76°

n a d ir

6

110603B

# = %f

n a d ir

7

110603C

<9 = 76°

n a d ir

PiPo Needles (1-hr)
PiPo Needles (1-hr)
PsMe Stems ( 10-hr)
PiPo Needles (1-hr)
PsMe Stems (10-hr)
PiPo W ood (100-hr)

m ir jv s

^^fjvs

f,Tvs
corrected to
nadir

M ass
Percent

8

110603D

<9 = 60°

n a d ir

dambo grass (h)*

100

1070.23

2140.46

93&92

64.54

129.07

109.66

0.947

9

110603E

0 = 60°

n a d ir

dam bo grass (h)

100

1792.05

3584.10

1468.10

144.77

289.54

259.63

0.930

10

110703A

0 = 60°

n a d ir

PiPo Needles (1-hr)
PsMe Foliage (live)
PiPo Needles (1-hr)
PsMe Foliage (live)

44
56

967.24

1934.48

838.09

52.17

104.33

1624.43

3248.87

1115.26

85.99

171.99

4437.53
1264.98

8875.05
2529.96

3415.50
1049.09

334.00
77.36

668.00
154.73

24

0.958

11

110703B

0 = 60°

n a d ir

12

0 = 60°
0 = 60°

n a d ir

dam bo grass (h)

100

13

110703C
110703D

n a d ir

dambo grass (h)

100

14

110803A

0 = 48°

n a d ir

dam bo grass (v)*

100

463.60

692.83

422.12

20.21

30.21

40.86

—

15

110803B

0 = 48°

n a d ir

excelsior

100

2150.64

3214.08

1581.68

196.45

293.59

377.14

—

76

Ü.958
732.48
120.53

0.924
0.938

16

110803C

0 = 48°

n a d ir

sage

100

768.03

1147.80

679.86

44.23

66.10

72.90

17

110803D

0 = 60°

n a d ir

sage

100

440.40

880.80

473.91

30.50

60.99

64.63

0.919
—

18

110803E

0 = 76°

n a d ir

sage

100

378.68

1565.31

602.25

26.59

109.93

76.40

0.889

19

110903A

0 = 76°

n a d ir

PiPo Needles (1-hr)

100

493.85

2041.36

82Z 52

24.69

102.07

62.49

—

20

110903B

0 = 76°

n a d ir

dam bo grass (v)

100

305.93

1264.58

223.87

13.45

55.59

21.73

—

21

110903C

0 = 76°

n a d ir

dambo grass (v)

100

147.77

610.80

583.53

9.16

3T 88

33.51

—

^ l-hr= 1 hour fuel
®10-hr = 1 0 hour fuel
* 100-hr = 100 hour fuel

* h = horizontal fuel arangement
* v = vertical fuel arangement
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Table 2: Nadir and off-nadir emission factors and radiant fractions

Burn
#

Burn
Name

TVS8500
Position

1

110403A

4 = 4^

2

VO

110403B

< 9 -4 8 °

3

110503C

(9 -6 0 °

4

110503D

(9 = 60°

Timeintegrated

Timeintegrated

TVS-8500
Radiant
Fraction,

(kg)

TVS-8500
Radiatitve
Emission
Factor
(MJ/dry kg)

Xr

weighted
MCE

Total
Organic
Biomass
Consumed

Fuel Description

Mass
Percent

Moisture
Content

(MJ)

(MJ)

Initial Mass
(kg) on an ash
free, dryweight basis

PiPo Needles (1-hr) ^

100

6.62%®

0.5640

0.4 6 7 9

0.1854

0.1675

3.368

14.95%

0 .978

PiPo Needles (1-hr)

44
56

6.62%®

PsMe Stems (10-hr)°

1.4764

1.1482

0.4445

0.4307

3.428

15.27%

0.9 5 7

PiPo Needles (1-hr)
PsMe Stems (10-hr)

40
60

6.# %
10.53%

1.1271

1.0067

0.4587

0.4089

2.757

12.28%

0.951

PiPo Needles (1-hr)
PsMe Stems (10-hr)

5j5%
8.99%
8J7%

2.6193

2 .0 2 9 6

1.0977

0.9888

2.649

12.28%

0.968

PiPo Wood (100-hr)*

18
25
57

947%®

M m n 's

MIR^GEMA

5

110603A

PiPo Needles (1-hr)

100

5.66%

0.3127

0.5141

0.1953

0.1946

1.607

7.13%

0 .974

6

110603B

(9 = 76°

PiPo Needles (1-hr)
PsMe Stems ( 10-hr)

41
59

7.24%
9J9%

0.6790

1.1479

0.4664

0.4211

1.613

7.19%

0.955

7

110603C

(9 = 76°

PiPo Needles (1-hr)
PsMe Stems (10-hr)
PiPo Wood (100-hr)

18
27
55

8.04%
7.46%
&%%

2.1225

2.3493

1.0561

0.9075

2.339

m.M%

0 .9 5 2

8

110603D

(9 = 60°

dambo grass (h)

100

5.30%

1.0702

0.9 3 8 9

0.5741

0.5593

1.914

10.71%

0.947

9

110603E

(9 = 60°

dambo grass (h)

100

5J0%

1.7920

1.4681

1.1608

1.1340

1.580

8.84%

0.930

10

110703A

(9 -6 0 °

PiPo Needles (1-hr)
PsMe Foliage (live)^

44
56

7.49%
44.82%

0.9672

0.8381

0.3117

0.2342

4.130

18.43%

0.958

11

110703B

(9 = 60°

PiPo Needles (1-hr)
PsMe Foliage (live)

24
76

7.49%
44.82%

1.6244

1.1153

0.5188

0.4113

3.949

17.67%

0.958

12

110703C

(9 = 60°

dambo grass (h)*

100

6.34%®

4.4375

3.4155

2.5976

2.5121

1.766

9.89%

0 .9 2 4

13

110703D

(9 = 60°

dambo grass (h)

100

6J4%®

1.2650

1.0491

0.5555

0.5550

2.279

12.75%

0.938

14

110803B

(9 = 48°

excelsior

100

&%%

2.1506

1.5817

0.8550

0.8318

2.586

13.19%

-

15

110803C

(9 = 48°

sage

100

9.78%

0.7680

0 .6799

0.2168

0.1930

3.979

18.99%

0 .919

110803D

(9 = 60°

sage

100

9.78%

0.4404

0.4 7 3 9

0.2179

0.1253

3.514

16.77%

-

16

1-hr = 1 hour fuel
® 10-hr= 10 hour fuel
* 100-hr = 100 hour fuel
* live = live collected vegetation
* h - horizontal fuel arangement
® average m oisture calculation

Appendix A: Time-integrated data cont.

Ta t)le 2 cont: Nadir vs. off-nadir camera measurements

Burn
#

Burn
Name

TVS8500
Position

Timeintegrated
Fuel Description

17

110803E

18

110903A

19

111103D

0 = 16°
0 = 16°
0 = 60°

20
21
22

111103F

(9 = 48°

dambo grass (h)

111103G

dambo grass (h)

23

111403G

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

111403E

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

4S°
60°
60°
60°
60°
60°
60°
60°

sage
PiPo Needles (1-hr)
dambo grass (h)

PiMo Needles
dambo grass (h)

24

111503C

25

111503D

sage

26

111503E

27

111503H

28

1115031

29

111503J

30

1115030

^ = 60°

PiMo Needles

31

111503P

PiMo Needles

32

111503Q

33

1116031

34

111603J

35

111603K

0
0
0
0
0

sage
sage
sage
sage
sage

=
=
=
=
=

60°
60°
60°
60°
60°

^ 1-hr = 1 hour fuel
®10-hr= 10 hour fuel
* 100-hr = 100 hour fuel
* live = live collected vegetation
* h = horizontal fuel arangement
® average moisture calculation

PiMo Needles
excelsior
excelsior
excelsior

Mass
Percent

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Timeintegrated

Moisture
Content

(M J)

(MJ)

Initial M ass
(kg) on an ash
free, dryweight basis

M IR,TVS

MIR,AGEM A

Total
Organic
Biomass
Consumed
(kg)

TVS-8500
Radiatitve
Em ission
Factor
(M J/dry kg)

TVS-8500
Radiant
Fraction,
Xr

weighted
MCE
0.8 8 9

9.78%

0.3787

0 .6022

0.1953

0.1817

2.084

9.95%

6.62%®

0.4939

& 8225

0.2874

0.1968

2.509

11.14%

-

&34%®

0.3227

off-nadir

0.1811

0.1752

1.842

10.31%

-

6.34%®

0.4451

off-nadir

0.1829

0.1661

2.681

15.00%

-

&34%®

0.4960

off-nadir

0.1829

0.1801

2.755

0.1542

-

8.89%

0.6063

NA

0.2234

0.2152

Z818

0.1295

0.977

7.14%

0.4024

NA

0.2243

0.2237

1.798

10.06%

0.987
0.972

7.75%

0.4796

NA

0.2283

0.2217

2.163

10.33%

7.67%

0.5622

NA

0.2270

0.2267

2.480

11.84%

0.979

720%

0.5306

NA

0.2266

0.2247

2.361

11.27%

0.969

7.92%

0.4913

NA

0.2273

0.2262

2.172

10.37%

0.955

7.80%

0.4755

NA

0.2244

0.2136

Z226

10.63%

0.970

7.46%

0.4774

NA

0.2249

0.2156

2.215

10.57%

0.959

7.21%

0.5800

NA

0.2273

0.2186

2.653

0.1219

0.981

6.92%

0.6494

NA

0.2294

0.2227

2.916

0.1340

0.983

7.16%

0.5802

NA

0.2261

0.2132

2.721

0.1251

0.980

5.42%

0.4030

NA

0.2395

0.2371

1.700

8.# %

0.995

5.31%

0.4142

NA

0.2394

0.2378

1.742

8.89%

0.995

5.31%

0.4290

NA

0.2431

0.2371

1.810

9.23%

0.993
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CHAPTER III
GROUND-BASED MEASUREMENTS OF FIRE RADIATIVE
ENERGY EMITTED BY THE BLACK MOUNTAIN 2 FIRE
IN WEST-CENTRAL MONATANA, 2003
3.1. INTRODUCTION
During the first few decades o f the 20*'’ century staffed lookout towers served as
the primary platform for observing forest fires. At one time more than 8,000 federal,
state, and private lookout towers adorned America’s hilltops (Kresek 1998). These
seasonal, often remote outposts, however, were soon joined in their observation efforts.
Experimental airborne detection missions began in 1919 (Cipalla 1985), and in 1921, 47
Air Service aircraft flew 396 patrols and discovered 832 forest fires (Emme 1961).
Operational photogrammetric missions were flown shortly thereafter, and the remote
sensing of forest fires has continued to evolve with available technology. Thermal
surveillance from aircraft began in 1962 when the Forest Service flew an infrared line
scanner over a prescribed fire (Hirsch et al. 1968) and by the early 1980’s, environmental
satellites with mid and long-wave IR channels were providing the first observations of
landscape fires from space. Today, the products generated from airborne and spacebome
platforms have become so prevalent, and have reached so many different end users, that it
seems as if lookout towers have long been forgotten.
Perhaps the objectives associated with aerial reconnaissance have altered the
utility o f a lookout tower. Early in the research and development of the first airborne “fire
surveillance” system, two distinct capabilities were recognized: ( 1 ) fire detection and (2 )
fire mapping (Wilson and Noste 1966). In wildland firefighting the sooner a fire is
detected, the sooner it can be sized up, prioritized, and contained thus resulting in fewer
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acres burned. To this end, the use of patrol aircraft has extended ground coverage beyond
the lookout’s viewshed. Equipping aircraft with thermal imaging systems has further
improved detection probabilities by identifying hot targets that do not produce any visible
smoke or, conversely, are obscured by smoke. Mapping fire perimeters fi"om a lookout
has also been subject to the same topographic and atmospheric limitations - so much so
that ground forces on foot or in vehicles usually perform this task. Considering the
alternative, the opportunity to gather intelligence via airborne infrared overflights is often
welcomed by fire managers.
To allocate resources, however, fire managers must also be informed on spread
rate, crowning activity and any other factors that describe fire behavior. Since individual
tree crowns can torch out in a matter o f a few seconds (Rothermel 1991), a single
airborne overpass generally fails to capture the dynamic nature of a wildland fire. This
issue can be dealt with in a variety of ways. Tasking multiple flights during the day can
generate a time series of images. Once the images are interpreted, successive heat
perimeters can then be used to calculate spread rates and to examine diurnal patterns of
fire activity. If an all-out aerial campaign is not practical, flight tasking can be
coordinated to take advantage of periods of minimal or constant fire behavior (i.e., at
night). Fire managers also rely on their own experience and knowledge of fire behavior to
reconstruct past events; spot fires detected upslope or on the backside of a ridge usually
indicate that at least some torching is occurring, whereas spot fires detected downslope
may indicate rolling debris.
Over the past forty years these techniques and methods have been refined because
the remote sensing o f wildland fires has traditionally been conducted from aircraft. This
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is due in large part to the ground coverage obtained with a nadir-looking system and the
mobility of such a platform. Interestingly enough, the portability of the hardware, namely
the size, weight, and power requirements, also necessitated the use of aircraft for
transport and power supply. Even though instrumentation has become more compact, the
notion that new remote sensing equipment must be installed onboard aircraft still prevails
and has yet to be questioned.
In contrast to an aerial campaign, this chapter details the ground-based
deployment of a mid-wave IR sensor to a lookout tower during the Black Mountain 2
Fire which occurred on the Lolo National Forest during the fire season of 2003. Logistics
surrounding a ground-based approach, real-time product generation, and the relay of
information are described in terms o f their advantages and disadvantages. Methods for
georegistering and processing sequences o f high-oblique thermal images are introduced
as a means of retrieving temporal profiles of fire radiative energy, or FRE. Results are
presented on an instantaneous as well as time-integrated basis. Since this was the first
application o f its type, universal limitations, methods for improvement, and fixture
endeavors are also discussed.

3.2. STUDY AREA
On the evening o f August 8 *, 2003 a dry lightning storm tracked through west
central Montana igniting several wildland fires in the Missoula Valley. On the 11*, an
Area Command Team was ordered to manage six incidents on lands administered by the
Lolo National Forest, the Bitterroot National Forest, and the Southwest Land Office,
Department of Natural Resource and Conservation. As the week progressed, more and
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more holdovers emerged as smoldering ground fires grew to propagating surface fires
and wisps of smoke grew to buoyant columns. On the 14*^, another Area Command Team
was established to handle the addition o f five more incidents. By the 16*, nearly 40,000
acres were burning within 30 miles o f Missoula proper, and by the end of the fire season,
the total area burned approached

1 2 0 ,0 0 0

acres.

Within twenty-four hours of ignition on August 8 *, the peak of Black Mountain
was girdled in fire (Figure 3.1). In the darkness, and at an elevation of nearly 6,000 ft, the
Black Mountain 2 Fire was readily visible to the majority of Missoula residents. Inhibited
by a strong inversion during the first few days, the fire crept along the ground and
intermittently torched trees. On the 11*, a Type II Incident Management Team was first
assigned with 35 firefighters and two engines. Active crowning and spotting were
observed when the inversion lifted midday on the 14* and that same night considerable
rates of spread backing downslope, and across slope, pushed the fire further west into
O’Brien Creek. The passage of a cold front on the 16* brought slight precipitation in the
morning and westerly winds gusting to 50 mph along ridgelines in the afternoon. At
14:30, crown fire activity north of O ’Brien Creek caused the fire to spot south across the
drainage and, in what is known as a wind-driven event, the Black Mountain 2 Fire ran
and spotted for nearly three miles to the southeast - growing from approximately 1,700
acres to 6,000 acres in six hours. In the days following, as many as 23 crews,

6 8

engines,

and seven helicopters were on the fire at one time. Lower temperatures and higher
relative humidities for the remainder of the month allowed firefighters to officially
contain the Black Mountain 2 Fire to 7,100 acres on September 3*, 2003.
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During the incident remote sensing specialists at the Fire Sciences Laboratory
coordinated with the Fire Behavior Analyst (FEAN) assigned to the Black M ountain 2
Fire and stationed a thermal camera atop Blue M ountain. At an elevation o f 6,460 ft, plus
the height o f the lookout tower, this vantage point allowed fire activity to be continuously
monitored from across O ’Brien Creek. Although the lookout was already staffed, heavy
smoke lying in the valley and lower drainages rendered naked-eye observations useless.
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3.3. METHODS
3.3.1. Logistics and deployment
Due to the camera’s 115V/AC power requirement (see additional specifications
for the TVS-8500 thermal imaging system in Section 2.3.2.1), a gas generator, a 12V
battery charger, two 12V deep cycle marine batteries, and an inverter were deployed to
the lookout tower. Since the total payload exceeded 100 lbs, and since the deployment
site was accessible by road, a cargo van was used to shuttle personnel, equipment, and 4
days of provisions to the mountaintop. To reduce the system’s weight and bulk, an SOW
solar panel, a 12V/7.5AH rechargeable battery, a battery charge regulator, and a 12VDC
to 115VAC/140W power inverter have since been acquired. Although this addition has
greatly increased portability, it obviously restricts observations to the daytime.

3.3.2. Data collection and information transfer
Three modes of data collection were utilized: single frame, sequence, and real
time (these features are all accessible via pull-down menus and icons displayed on a 5”
LCD panel attached to the main unit). Single frames were acquired by manually
triggering the record button. Since the field of view did not encompass the full extent of
the fire this method worked well for capturing individual images while panning the
camera across the landscape. Panoramas generated in this manner were created at
opportune times or based on a demand for intelligence reports. The lowest temperature
range was selected (-40°C to 70°C) in order to distinguish topographic features for
mapping purposes, and when pixel temperatures in the scene exceeded the upper limit, a
supplemental image was acquired in a range that did not saturate. Most data was
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collected in the second range (20°C to 150°C), but the third (100°C to 300°C) and fourth
ranges (200°C to 450°C) were required to prevent saturation during crown fire activity.
During the second mode of collection, the tripod was locked in position and the camera
was set to automatically collect a sequence of images at a user-defined sampling rate of 1
fi’ame every 30 seconds. Real-time acquisition, the third mode, was reserved for events
having a duration of less than 30 seconds, torching trees for example. A sampling rate of
either 120, 60, or 30 frames per second, with maximum of 1028 frames, was found to be
suitable.
Images and sequences o f images were saved to a compact flash card in a
proprietary, 14-bit binary file format. At 121 KB per file, a 64 MB card held
approximately 500 images, or roughly 4 hrs of footage collected at two frames per
minute. Data was transferred from the compact flash card to a laptop using a PCMCIA
adaptor and the real-time data that was logged to the camera’s internal memory was
downloaded at the earliest convenience.
Radio and cellular phone contact with the FB AN was used as the primary means
o f relaying information on the fire’s perimeter and behavior. At the time of this scenario
these high-oblique thermal images could not be georegistered, therefore the two most
important skills, aside from operating the equipment, were the ability to read a
topographic map and to communicate effectively. Occasionally thermal images and timelapse movies generated from sequences of images were copied to a CD and delivered to
the FBAN in person. Since travel time from the lookout to the command post was less
than an hour, this was usually accomplished early in the morning when fire activity was
minimal.
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3.3.3. Georegistration of high oblique thermal images
Accurate fire perimeters are critical during extended fire suppression operations
as well as during the management of naturally ignited fire use fires. To simply describe
the location of a fire over a radio or cell phone, as was performed on this incident, is
inadequate by today’s standards. In retrospect, some hand mapping could have been
performed by either traditionally marking a 7.5’ quadrangle or by digitizing a polygon in
a geographic information system (GIS), but the georegistration of these images is the
more appropriate solution. Furthermore, georegistration is the only means at retrieving
sensor-to-target distances for the ealculation of fire radiative energy. Methods for
georegistering a high oblique thermal image were developed after the incident and are
described here. First, raster-based GIS pre-work was performed by hand in the Spatial
Analyst extension of ArcMap (Figure 3.2). A 30 meter (1 arc second) digital elevation
model (DEM) was downloaded from the USGS National Elevation Dataset (NED) at the
Seamless Data Distribution System (SDSS) in an ArcGrid format sufficiently large

GIS Input

Thermal Image Input

Viewshed

Thermal image

Re-sarrpled DEM (5m)
Azimuth O fifeet
Camera Coordinates
(^ g ro u n d ’ Aground)

GCP Coordinates
(^ground* Yground)

>

— [5

Azimuth Ofifeet

GCP Coordinates

Elevation Angle
Ofifeet

Detector IFOV
(mrad)

( ^ ^ a g e * Yimage)

Elevation Angle
Ofifeet

Brightness
Tenperature

Line-0 f-Site Distanc

GIS Output

Focal Plane Rotation
(rad)

Thermal Image Output

V

Georegistered
Thermal Image

Line-0 f-Site Distance

Geore gistered P ixe 1
Temperatures

Figure 3.2. Laudscape raster aud thermal image iuputs/outputs for georegistratiou.
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enough to cover the fire’s ground extents. Since the Geographic coordinate system (GCS
North American 1983) constrains distance measurements to decimal degrees, and the
elevation data is expressed in meters, the DEM was re-projected into UTM coordinates.
The DEM was also re-sampled to a finer resolution (bi-linear interpolation, 5m) to
accommodate ground cell resolutions for sensor-to-target distances ranging from 4000 to
7000 meters. Although re-sampling to a finer resolution is not standard practice, in the
future the use o f 10m (1/3 arc second) data would be more appropriate. Azimuth and
elevation angles with respect to the camera’s location were calculated for each ground
cell in the viewshed. Since directional calculations offered in the Spatial Analyst
framework only provide resolutions to the nearest degree, rasters of straight-line
distances from the camera’s location and the ground control point (GCP) to individual
points on the landscape were created (Figure 3.3a). The law of cosines was then coded
into Raster Calculater to produce a more precise azimuth raster (Figure 3.3b). Elevation
angles and line-of-site, or slant, distances were calculated similarly using differences in
elevation and the corresponding straight-line distance. By defining these angles relative
to an identifiable GCP, namely the peak o f Black Mountain, angular offsets were
produced such that the ground cell containing the control point was assigned an azimuth
offset of 0 ° and an elevation angle offset of 0°. Offsets to the west of the 0 ° GCP azimuth
and below the 0 ° GCP elevation angle were assigned negative values; offsets to the east
of the 0° GCP azimuth and above the 0° GCP elevation angle were assigned positive
values. Ultimately a 2376x1674x4 multidimensional landscape array was created where x
and y identified the ground coordinate, z; the viewshed, zj the azimuth offset, zj the
elevation angle offset, and 24 the line-of-site distance.
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Figure 3.3. (a, left) Calculation of azimuth offset angle, ^ where a is the constant
straight line distance between the camera and the GCP (6222.4 m), b is the straight
line distance between the GCP and any point on the landscape, and c is the straight
line distance from the camera to the identical point on the landscape, (b, right) A
raster of azimuth offsets. Before assigning positive and negative values to ground
cells east and west of the 0 ° azimuth, offsets are perfectly symmetric about the 0 °
azimuth as shown.

Thermal images were m anipulated in a similar manner. The pixel in the image
containing the ground control point was given a value o f (0°, 0°) representing its
respective azimuth and elevation angle offset. Rem aining elem ents in the array were
defined based on a 1 mrad IFOV (planar angle) achieved w ith a standard lens and an
assumed focal plane rotation. If the peak o f Black M ountain was outside the field o f
view, a pseudo image coordinate was created and assigned to the GCP. For instance, in
one particular viewing geometry the peak o f Black M ountain was approxim ately 3.1° east
o f the right edge o f the scene, therefore a virtual GCP was created at Xi„age = 310, well
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beyond 256^*’ vertical linear array. Ultimately, during thermal image processing, a
256x236x3 multidimensional matrix was created where x and y identified the image
coordinate, zi the azimuth offset, zj the elevation angle offset, and zj the brightness
temperature.
Finally, a comparitive algorithm was run in two different directions. Mapping
ground coordinates to image coordinates was accomplished by minimizing the least
squares difference between the ground and image azimuth and elevation angle offsets.
Either each detector in the array was mapped to a ground cell located on the landscape or,
inversely, each ground cell located on the landscape was mapped back to an individual
detector. Three products were generated during this procedure: (i) a 256x236 matrix of
line-of-site distances measured between each detector in the camera and the
corresponding ground cell within the viewshed, (ii) a georegistered map of TVS-8500
pixels with associated brightness temperatures, and (iii) a georegistered thermal image.
Although this algorithm was computationally intensive, it was only necessary to
implement once for each viewing geometry. After transforming the first image, the
relationship between ground coordinate and image coordinate was established and a
sequential analysis was performed without reiterating the comparitive algorithm.
Other techniques for georegistering high-oblique thermal images are under
investigation. Regardless of the method used for geolocation, the ideal software package
would provide a user-friendly graphical interface displaying a map o f the landscape or
DEM along side the current thermal image. Point and click operations would allow the
remote sensing specialist to register the image by matching real world ground coordinates
to recognizable topographic features or spatially predefined thermal markers in the scene.
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Figure 3.4. A mosaic composed of two high oblique thermal images captured during
the Black Mountain 2 Fire from Blue Mountain Lookout Tower on the Lolo
National Forest. Considering the viewshed, approximately 1100 acres are visible
beneath the horizon in the near field of view. Line-of-site distances ranged from 4 to
7 km and provided an average ground cell resolution of 5.5 m. Pixels displayed as
saturated for contrast have brightness temperatures greater than 50°C.

3.4. RESULTS
The principle products generated in near real-tim e during the Black M ountain 2
Fire were panoram as (Figure 3.4) and time sequences o f high-oblique therm al images. In
total, over 4,600 thermal images o f the Black M ountain 2 Fire were recorded betw een
August 12^*^ and August 16*, 2003. Sequences collected at 2 frames per m inute ranged
from 10 minutes to 4 hours in duration and culm inated into nearly 41 hours o f piecew ise
footage.

3.4.1. Georegistered products
Due to the computation time required to process landscape grids and
thermal images, georegistration was only performed on select sequences - nam ely those
undergoing further FRE analysis. Sequences were selected based on duration the cam era
remained in a fixed position, the temperature range o f the camera (saturation was
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unacceptable), and fire activity. Torching trees were subjectively tolerated, but running
crown fires were unequivocally excluded since flames often saturated the detector and
violated the basic geometrical assumptions required for georegistration (see section
3.5.2.4.).
In total, thirteen thermal sequences o f the Black Mountain 2 Fire were
georegistered. Ground extents in the viewshed beneath the closest horizon averaged 644
acres per viewing geometry and total ground coverage within the viewshed was
approximately 2000 acres (Table 3.1). With grid-north equal to 0°, absolute azimuths
from the camera’s position to ground cells on extreme scene edges ranged from 322.7° to
359.2° (Figure 3.5a). Furthermore, flat ground cells existed within the total coverage, the
maximum slope did not exceed 47°, and all but northern aspects were visible from Blue
Mountain Lookout.
The first product generated during georegistration was a 256x236 matrix of lineof-site distances measured between each detector and the corresponding ground cell
within the viewshed (Figure 3.5b). Line o f site distances for this particular geometry

Table 3.1. Summary of total and individual viewing geometry coverage.
For complete coverage
Ground area in viewshed (acres)
2017 47
Line-of-site distance
min: 3980 m
max: 8128 m
Aspect (not including flat)
m in :11°
max: 352°
Slope
min: 0°
max: 47°

Viewing
Geometry
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Azimuth Offsets in
FO V (GCP = 0®)
-14.8° t o -0.2°
-7.9° to 6.7°
-16.3° t o -1.7°
-16.0° t o -1.4°
-19.8° to -5.2°
-4.6° to 10.0°
-17.8° to -3.2°
-5.3° to 9.3°
-17.7° to -3.1°
-5.3° to 9.3°
-19.5° to -4.9°
-26.5° t o -11.9°
-8.8° to 5.8°
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Absolute Azimuths in FOV
(Grid North = 0®, GCP = 349.2®)
334.4° to 349.0°
341.3° to 355.9°
332.9® to 347.5®
333.2° to 347.8°
329.4° to 344.0°
344.6° to 359.2°
331.4° to 346.0®
343.9® to 358.5®
331.5° to 346.1°
343.9° to 358.5°
329.7° to 344.3°
322.7° to 337.3°
340.4° to 355.0°

Ground area
in viewshed
(acres)
591.41
591.25
606.01
602.5
673.94
669.06
636.08
610.33
631.91
654.18
650.71
831.02
627.1

V

8/13/03 20:59 Local Time

8/13/03 20:59 Local Time
High 161 51 •C

High 161 81 *C

Figure 3.5. (a) Total ground coverage obtained with the 13 thermal sequences, (b) a
256x236 array of line-of-site distances, (c) projection of individual detectors in the
focal plane array onto ground cells located within the viewshed, and (d) projection
of ground cells located within the viewshed back to individual detectors in the focal
plane array.

ranged from 4267 m to 6619 m. Contour lines o f constant viewing distance, not
elevation, are superimposed at 100 m intervals to emphasize terrain features and to
illustrate three important details o f high oblique observations: (i) observation angle, (ii)
viewshed, and (hi) relative errors in distance measurement.
First, for a given one-unit change in azimuth or elevation angle, Axi^^age or A y image,
a greater change in slant distance occurs where contour lines are closer together.
Although the calculation o f slant distance takes into account differences in elevation, for
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this arrangement, in general, slant distances increased radially from the exposure station
since straight-line distances were no less than five times larger than elevational
differences. Therefore, neglecting slope, where contour lines are closer together the
surface plane o f the ground cell intersects the observation vector at a shallower angle (see
section 3.5.2.2). At extreme locations, along ridges and saddles, and on aspects
perpendicular to the focal plane, contour lines merge and observation angles approach
perfectly oblique.
The second consideration is the viewshed. Ground cells in the depth of field
behind an obstructing terrain feature cannot be seen from the exposure station unless their
elevation angle is above the obstruction. That is if two ground cells share the same
azimuth and elevation angle, the one closer to the camera will be mapped since it is the
first to intersect the observation vector extending from the exposure station.
Color contrasts, signifying abrupt changes in slant distance, highlight the
viewshed and also identify locations where relative errors in distance measurement, the
third consideration, are sensitive to errors in georegistration. For example, the viewshed
is interrupted three times while traversing a horizontal profile of the matrix at row 155
(yimage = 155, 1 < Ximage ^ 256). Relative errors in slant distance at ground cells in the
foreground are -0.2%, -1.0%, and 4-6.2% if the pixels are displaced one colunrn to the
east and 4-8.7%, 4-6.1%, and -0.08% if the pixels are displaced one column to the west.
To further demonstrate directional dependence, these errors correspond to 4-9.0%, 4-6.4%,
4-6.6% if the pixels are displaced one row to the north and -0.5%, -14% , and -0.5% if the
pixels are displaced one row to the south. Ground cell counterparts in the far field of
view were not analyzed, nor at diagonal directions, nor over the entire image, therefore it
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cannot be stated whether or not these values are representative of relative errors along
viewshed boundaries. Furthermore, this point query only incremented ground cells by
one pixel, which is equivalent to an azimuth or elevation angle of 0.057°, and did not
change the focal plane orientation.
For ground cells not located near a viewshed boundary it is more appropriate to
consider errors in retrieved line-of-site distance that are due to errors in georegistration.
From Equation 2.34, to be within 5.0% of an accurate FRE measurement, the measured
distance must he within 2.5% of the true distance. Therefore, in this viewshed, to achieve
a 5 .0% error in FRE measurement, line-of-site distances must be accurate to within 100
m and 200 m for ground cells in the near and far field of view, respectively. The
relationship between tolerable errors in line-of-site distance and errors in absolute
georegistration, however, has not been examined, and although a complete spatial
analysis has not yet been performed, it is recommended that future deployments
minimize the effects of errors in line-of-site distance by observing less complex
topography

3.4.2. Measurements of FRE emitted from the Black Mountain 2 Fire
The F R E mir processing chain, as presented in section 2.3.5, was modified in three
ways to accommodate thermal sequences of the Black Mountain 2 Fire. First, instead of a
constant fire pixel area based on a single distance measurement to the center of the
image, fire pixel areas normal to the observation vector were calculated using a 256x236
matrix o f line-of-site distances. An individual matrix was created during georegistration
for each of the 13 thermal sequences having fixed viewing arrangements. For each
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sequence, a unique matrix was loaded into the FRE algorithm and applied to every image
in the series.
Second, the lower camera range setting used during field deployment (20° to
150°C) did not permit the TVS-8500 to be calibrated against a blackbody source. Since
this prevented the development and application o f a range specific radiometric response
function, DN’s were converted to brightness temperatures using the manufacture’s
polynomial (Equation 2.12), then brightness temperatures were converted to bandpass
radiance via a look-up table with a resolution of 0.5°C.
Finally, for each sequence a minimum detection threshold was subjectively
chosen to identify fire pixels. The minimum brightness temperature above which a pixel
was considered to contain fire was selected based upon the range of the camera or the
apparent temperature of the background. Noise and non-linearities in the detector’s
response at the elevated range ( 1 0 0 ° to 300°C), like the range setting in the laboratory
experiment, dictated a minimum cutoff brightness temperature of 43.5°C. Apparent
background temperatures measured in the lower range, however, were within
manufacturer’s specifications, therefore a linear response was assumed and the minimum
brightness temperature was defined by visually inspecting individual images. Diumal
variations in the minimum detection threshold for these ground-based observations are
attributed more to fire activity and subsequent camera range selection rather than the
apparent background temperature. At the same time solar heating increases the brightness
temperature of the background, fire activity also increases and fire pixels saturate the
detector in the lowest range. Once the camera range is incremented, however, the range
induced minimum detection threshold o f 43.5°C surrenders background pixels
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indistguishable from noise. It must also be emphasized that this algorithm relies on
absolute detection criteria and substitutes the ambient air temperature recorded at the
lookout for the background temperature o f each pixel, and hence the background radiance
used in the F R E mir calculation. Except for a few instances discussed in the next section,
the minimum detection threshold was set higher than the ambient air temperature
measurement. Since this is a first generation algorithm, it is anticipated that future
versions will incorporate an expanding window around each fire pixel to obtain adjacent
brightness temperatures and allow relative criteria in the form of contextual tests to be
applied - a common method used in many heritage fire detection algorithms (Justice et
al. 2002; Giglio et al. 2003). Aside from an improved relative detection capability, this
will also enable the background radiance contribution to be calculated more appropriately
from neighboring non-energetic pixels.
For the thirteen thermal sequences, instantaneous fire radiative energy
(F R E mir . tvs)

and instantaneous fire area (A /) projected onto the focal plane array were

output as a function of time (see Figure 3.6 for the first sequence and Appendix A for the
remaining twelve). Note that instantaneous fire area is calculated on a per image basis
and is the summation o f individual pixel areas normal to the observation vector. This
value should not be confused with the actual ground area of the fire for the following
reasons: (i) the full ground extent o f the fire was not entirely in the field of view of the
camera at any time, (ii) for the extent within the field of view, a fraction of this area was
not visible due to topographic and/or vegetative obstructions, (iii) the calculated fire area
is that area projected onto the FPA, normal to the line-of-site, and has not been corrected
for observation angle, and (iv) sub-pixel fractions have not been discriminated.
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Black Mountain 2 Fire: Thermal Sequence 1
August 12*’’ 20:45 through August 13"’ 00:58
FRE

MIR.TVS
-

1

12

- 10 c

E

II
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8/12/03
20:45

8/12/03
21:15

8/12/03
21:45

8/12/03
22:15

8/12/03
22:45

8/12/03
23:15

8/12/03
23:45

8/13/03
0:15

8/13/03
0:45

6

t

8/13/03
1:15

Local time (MDT)

Figure 3.6. Time sequence of fire radiative energy ( F R E m i r . t v s ) and fire area
projected onto the focal plane array between August 12*^ 20:45 and August 13**’
00:58. Spikes in each profile, or individual instantaneous measurements above each
profile, indicate an abrupt increase in fire activity - a torching tree for instance.

Quality control was perform ed by visually inspecting the thirteen pairs o f
temporal profiles for anomalous values that disturbed the continuity o f the sequence.
Seemingly erroneous fire radiative energy and area values were rejected due to corrupted
image files and/or abnorm ally high baekground tem peratures. Again, background
temperatures, corresponding to scene background radiances in the

F R E m ir

algorithm,

were measured at the location o f the camera. On occasion the TV S-8500 sensor recorded
abnormally high ambient air temperatures, perhaps due to the heat rejected by the Stirling
cooler during fan cycling. At the least this resulted in a smaller difference betw een fire
pixel radiance (

) and background radiance ( L jy ^ ) and for extreme cases, induced

negative values for fire pixels with brightness temperatures greater than the deteetion
threshold, but less than the ambient air tem perature m easured atop the lookout. Since
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errors in scene background characterization for this absolute algorithm do not perpetuate
false detection or omission errors, these discrepancies did not manifest themselves in the
fire area profile, however they did generate a substantially lower F R E m ir jv s value and
hence an obvious flag in the fire radiative energy profile. Once these inconsistencies were
removed, no substitutions or interpolations filled the gap in temporal coverage. Instead,
the missing interval was allocated to the previous image and the F R E mir value associated
with the previous image was assumed to persist until the next sample.
The temporal profile in Figure 3.6 allows for a variety of fire behavior
interpretations based on detected fire radiative energy and area. Since the interpretation
of FRE is dependent on the interpretation of area, an analysis of the areal profile precedes
an analysis of the FRE profile. There are two reasons for a relatively constant area
measurement over time: (i) the fire is neither spreading nor decaying, or (ii) the rate of
areal spread is equivalent to the rate o f areal decay. An increase in area over time,
however, indicates that the rate o f areal spread is greater than the rate of areal decay, and
conversely, for a decrease in area over time, the rate of areal spread is less than the rate of
areal decay. Furthermore, per review o f the thermal sequences, spikes in area, like the
one at 21:15 in Figure 3.6, are related to individual torching trees.
To qualitatively interpret FRE as a function of time, the companion areal profile
must also be consulted. For instance, an increase in FRE, with a constant or decrease in
fire area, signifies an increase in radiative output per unit area since only an increase in
fire pixel brighmess temperature can account for the increase in FRE - if the background
temperature does not drop significantly. A decrease in FRE, on the other hand, with a
constant or increase in fire area, signifies a decrease in radiative power for the opposite
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reason. Measurements are confounded, however, when an increase, or decrease, in FRE
is accompanied by an increase, or decrease, in fire area. When this occurs, changes in
FRE cannot be attributed solely to changes in emissive power or detected fire area
without specifically deriving the average radiative output per unit area. As with fire area,
spikes in FRE are indicative of solitary torching trees.
Time-integrated values for the thirteen thermal sequences are presented in Table
3.2. Total fuel consumption during each sequence was calculated regardless of
observation angle and fuel type based on the 0.4993 MJ/kg radiative emission factor
determined in Section 2.4.5 for the TVS-8500. The application of this radiative emission
factor assumes that the relationship between fire radiative energy and fuel consumption
can be linearly extrapolated beyond the experimental range obtained in the combustion
chamber. Furthermore, to apply a fire-averaged radiative emission factor, combustion
processes can only be allocated in one of two ways: (i) either the fuel within an individual

Table 3.2. Summary of thermal sequences including time-integrated fire radiative
energy and time-averaged fire area projected onto the focal plane array.
2
3
12 13
1
4
5
6
7 8 9 10 11
1— 1

8/12/03

8/13/03

8/13/03

8/13/03

8/13/03

8/14/03

8A 4m 3

8/14/03

8/14/03

8/15/03

2 000

2 0 0

8K)0

14:00

2 0 :0 0

2K)0

8K)0

1400

2 0 :0 0

2 0 0

Thermal
sequence

Start Time

Duration
(hh:mm:ss)

1

8/12 20:44

4:12:30

496

2

8/13 2:23

3:46:00

434

Radiaitve
emission rate
(MJ/acre/hr)

Minimum
detection
threshold

Time-integrated

sarez projected

F R E ( M J )

onto FPA (acres)

20° to 150°C

22.6°C

9278.27

6.35

347.20

5.11

0.19

20° to 150°C

19.2°C

6808.94

5.85

308.88

3.75

0.17

#of
frames TVS-8500 Range

Average fire

Mass of fuel
Average fuel
consumed consumption rate
(tons)
(tons/acre/hr)

3

8/13 7:42

1:12:00

132

20° to 150°C

20.1°C

1276.98

3.36

316.66

0.70

0.17

4

8/13 18:07

2:38:26

306

100° to 300°C

43.5°C

49974.43

13.75

1376.71

27.51

0.76

5

8/13 20:59

1:30:54

177

20° to 150°C

24.5°C

14215.04

22.36

419.59

7.82

0.23

6

8/13 22:49

2:25:30

269

20° to 150°C

21.5°C

1612.20

3.98

167.03

0.89

0.09

7

8/14 7:08

1:02:00
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20° to 150°C

21.2°C

1500.67

4.44

326.99

0.83

0.18

8

8/14 8:22

1:03:41

122

100° to 300°C

43.5°C

5313.92

1.19

4212.09

2.92

2.32

9

8/14 9:36

0:57:00

113

100° to 300°C

43.5°C

2109.20

1.27

1749.27

1.16

0.96

10

8/14 10:43

2:03:00

247

100°to300°C

43.5°C

9528.80

2.78

1670.23

5.24

0.92

11

8/14 13:12

1:10:00

135

100°to300°C

43.5°C

44015.26

12.13

3110.85

24.23

1.71

12

8/14 20:59

1:52:30

226

100° to 300°C

43.5°C

52463.59

16.94

1651.44

28.88

0.91

13

8/14 22:58

0:51:00

103

100°to300°C

43.5°C

29560.88

9.25

3760.01

16.27

2.07
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pixel is assumed to ignite, reach a peak in flaming, decay, and finally extinguish as if it
were a time sequence of laboratory images or (ii) time-integrated sub-pixel fractions of
radiative energy released during flaming, smoldering, and glowing combustion are
assumed to be equivalent to the fractions experienced in the laboratory setting. Fire pixels
rarely turned on at the beginning o f image capture and simultaneously turned off at the
end o f a sequence, therefore the latter allocation of FRE is more probable.
Since each sequence has a unique duration and viewing geometry, and as a
consequence, different ground coverage with different fuels, time-integrated values
cannot be compared to one another nor can they be temporally ordered to examine
diumal variations. Therefore, to account for spatial and temporal variation, timeintegrated fire radiative energy and fuel consumption values were normalized to a unit
area and time. As presented in Table 3.2, average radiative emission rates ranged fi'om
167 to 4212 MJ/acre/hr and average fuel consumption rates ranged from 0.09 to 2.32
tons/acre/hr.

3.5. DISCUSSION
3.5.1. Spatial and temporal comparisons between ground-based, airborne and
spaceborne platforms utilized during the Black Mountain 2 Fire
Summarizing the remote sensing efforts conducted during the Black Mountain 2
Fire offers an opportunity to compare the characteristics of a ground-based approach to
airborne and spaceborne observations (Table 3.3). In relation to the three platforms, the
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), flown aboard NASA’s Aqua
and Terra satellites, provided maximum ground and temporal coverage, moderate
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tem poral resolution, and coarse ground cell resolution. The Fire Sciences Laboratory
received data from M ODIS via direct broadcast (DB) during the incident and M O D 14
Fire Products were generated in house up to 4 tim es daily. Although satellite coverage
bracketed ignition and containm ent, the first tim e the B lack M ountain 2 Fire tripped the 1
km detection algorithm was on August if* ’ The last tim e this occurred was on the 26’*’
Airborne observations provided full ground coverage o f the fire at a fine ground
cell resolution, m oderate tem poral coverage, and coarse tem poral resolution. This was
accom plished by tasking two independent aircraft: one flown by the Pacific Southwest
Research Station and one flown by Airborne Data Systems, Inc. It should be noted that
these ships were not specifically assigned to the Black M ountain 2 Fire, but were flying
m ultiple fires in the area. Since ground cell resolutions obtained w ith the TV S-8500 were
comparable to an airborne overpass, and ground coverage was lim ited to the viewshed,
the true advantage o f a ground-based system is its tem poral resolution and coverage.
U nfortunately gaps in temporal coverage (Figure 3.7) were due to operational and
logistical melees, such as power failures and re-supply issues.

T able 3.3. Spectral, sp atial, and tem p oral ch aracteristics o f the th erm al rem ote
sensing platform s utilized d urin g the B lack M ou n tain 2 Fire.

Spectral hand (nominal)
Ground cell resolution
Ground coverage
Temporal resolution
Temporal coverage

3.9pm & 11pm

3.4-5.1pm or 8.0-12.5pm

3.4-5.1pm

1 km @ nadir

5 m or 9 m @ 5000 m

5 m @ 5000 m

Global

Local

Up to 4 times daily

Once daily

38 days

11 days

Local viewshed
30 second
intervals
45 hours over 4
days
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• M O DIS Aqua O verpass
— TVS-8500

■ M O DIS Terra Overpass
• A irborne O verpass

HI—I

8/8/03

8/10/03

12:00

12:00

8/12/03

12:00

8/14/03

8/16/03

8/18,1)3

8,'204)3

12:00

12:00

12:00

12:00

8/22/03

12:00

8/24/03

12:00

8/26/03

12:00

8/28/03

8/30/03

12:00

12:00

Date & Local Time

F igu re 3.7. T em p oral resolu tion and coverage ob tain ed w ith satellite, a irb orn e, and
grou n d based th erm al rem ote sen sin g p latform s u tilized d u rin g th e B lack M ou n tain
2 Fire.

In the eventuality that FRE com parisons are m ade betw een platform s, a
sim ulation m im icking that conducted by K aufm ann et. al (1998) w as perform ed w ith the
spectral characteristics o f the TVS-8500 and M ODIS detectors (note that the m id-wave
sensor flown by Airborne Data Systems, Inc is an earlier generation o f the TV S-8500
with the same spectral and spatial specifications). Virtual ground cells were created from
random fractions o f flaming (7}= 1000 ± 200 K), smoldering (7^ = 600 ± 1 0 0 K), and
background tem peratures (280 K < 7), > 320 K). Each sub-pixel com ponent was assum ed
to radiate like a blackbody, and FRE on a per unit area basis was calculated via Equation
2.5. Apparent pixel temperatures {Tapp) and background tem peratures {Tbad^ were
determined for each sensor and complim entary

- 72^.* calculations were perform ed

(Figure 3.8). Compared to an operational value o f 4.34x10'’^ a retrieved linear
coefficient o f 4.32x10"''^ for MODIS suggests that this reproduction agreed well with the
original simulation. Acknowledging the assumptions o f this replica, specifically a
monochromatic spectral response for MODIS (3.95 pm), the method o f pixel
construction, and the ultimate sub-pixel composition, the linear regression coefficient
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applicable to the TV S-8500 is 6.33x10*'^ H eterogeneity in background tem peratures did
not induce significant differences in brightness tem peratures m easured by each
instrum ent (± 0.5 K, w ithin resolution o f the LU T), how ever due to individual sensor
response to flam ing and sm oldering heterogeneity, the TV S-8500 system atically retrieved
cooler brightness tem peratures than M ODIS for energetic pixels. This resulted in a
sm aller difference in 7]^^ -

a%d, consequently, a larger linear coefficient. Like

previous conclusions, relative errors in predicted FRE for the TV S-8500 were larger for
less energetic pixels (± 30%) and sm aller for m ore energetic pixels (± 10.0%). Due to an
upper lim it o f 1000 W-m’^ im posed by the original sim ulation, apparent tem peratures
m easured by the TVS-8500 did not exceed 450 K, m ore than 100 K below the m axim um
range used during the Black M ountain 2 Fire. Also, since the sim ulation saturates at a
flaming fraction o f 1.8% for a brightness tem perature o f 1000 K, or a sm oldering fraction
o f 13.6% at 600K, purely flaming and smoldering fractions did not exceed 1.6% and
10.0%, respectively.
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Figure 3.8. R eproduction o f the M O D IS sem i-em p irical approach for th e T V S -8500.
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3.5.2. Limitations of a ground-based approach
3.5.2.1. Viewshed
Since the viewshed (Figure 3.5a) is the dominating factor that determines the
placement of a camera, the spatial constraints of the sensor’s field of view, the target’s
extent, and terrain features must be identified prior to arrival. Site selection for a fire
tower optimizes these attributes, therefore the use of Blue Mountain Lookout as a preestablished vantage point was a logical decision. In the absence of a lookout tower, a
preliminary viewshed analysis should be performed in order to narrow down possible
camera locations. These locations can then he verified on-site for non-topographic
obstructions. The final deployment site should not only take into account the current
location of the fire within the viewshed, but expected fire growth as well. On August 12*,
60% of the Black Mountain 2 Fire was visible from the lookout, and on the morning of
the 16*, a maximum of 70% was achieved. Once the fire spotted across O’Brien Creek
on the afternoon of the 16*, however, the camera was pulled off the mountain due to
safety concerns. Even if fire activity permitted the camera to remain atop Blue Mountain,
less than one-third of the area could have been seen since the fire was essentially beneath
the lookout and outside the viewshed.

3.5.2.2. Observation angle
Ground-based images, like aerial images taken over varying terrain, have
nonuniform scales. Whereas elevational differences cause terrain distortion in vertical
imagery, combinations o f line-of-site distance, and differenees in elevation, slope, and
aspect compound this effect in high oblique imagery. Line-of-site distances used to
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calculate the area normal to the detector depend on the horizontal or straight-line distance
as well as the elevational difference between the ground cell and the exposure station.
Furthermore, slope and aspect together orient the ground plane relative to the focal plane,
and the location o f the focal plane, with respect to the ground plane, is defined by the
magnitude and direction of observation vector. Observation angle, (3, is the angle between
the unit surface normal ( û ) and the unit observation vector ( v ) as shown in Figure 3.9:
[3.1]

Unless the ground cell is perfectly horizontal, the observation angle defined here is not
the same angle that exists between the observation vector and the flame since flames
grow vertically, against gravity, and not necessarily perpendicular to the surface plane.

z (elevation)

y (North)
X

(East)
where:
iMlj —

^

v:

+ V, + V ,

Ux - ||w||^m S cosi))/^ - cr)

U = \^ sin çco sa

M„ = \mcos0cos

Vy

=1

= |v|co5^co5a

V , = ||v ||5 f « < Z

w, =\\u\\sin
Figure 3.9. The unit surface normal (Û) and observation vector (v ) illustrated with
their respective aspect (S), slope (o), azimuth
and elevation (a) angles.
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Figure 3.10. Observation angles, /?, in the Black Mountain viewshed approached 22‘
off surface normal (yellow) for south facing slopes, and were almost perfectly
oblique (blue) for slopes perpendicular to the focal plane.

Extreme observation angles were achieved betw een Blue M ountain Lookout
and the terrain o f Black M ountain. It was not uncom m on for individual detectors to sense
nonuni form ground areas with dimensions 5 meters wide by 20 m eters deep (Figure
3.10). At viewshed boundaries, the correlation between perfectly oblique observation
angles in Figure 3.10 and overlapping contour lines o f constant view ing distance in
Figure 3.5b demonstrates that two different calculations agree with each other.
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3.S.2.3. Stand attributes and IR attenuation
Even if a fire is burning within the viewshed, obstructions such as tree crowns
and boles interrupt the line o f sight between the detector and the hot target. Here,
relatively cooler objects either completely obscure the target or significantly affect the
measurement o f brightness temperature on a sub-pixel level - a phenomena more
dramatic during the nighttime due to radiative cooling of the overstory. In a forested
ecosystem the attenuation of an IR signal, like the interception of solar radiance, depends
on stand characteristics and the radiative properties of the vegetative cover. Obscuration
models relating IR signal strength to the probability of detection have been generated for
different timber stand classifications (Wilson et. al., 1971). Here, the expected
transmission of target radiation through a timber stand was based on a geometrical
simplification using average tree height and diameter, average crown height and optical
density, and observation angle. To validate their model in a Larch/Douglas-fir stand, field
experiments were conducted from a mountaintop where observation angles ranged from
48° to 60° off surface normal. The final model, however, neglects spatial heterogeneity,
assumes trees were randomly distributed on the plot, and does not account for
“patchiness” or timber edge effects.
With the advent of the Stand Visualization System (SYS), overhead, profile and
perspective views of a user-defined stand can be computer generated (McGaughey,
1997). Through the use o f a tree designer, individual stand components can be described
by, among other variables, species, crown ratio, crown radius, height, and crown shape
described by the number of whorls and branches. Using this model, 16 images o f an
arbitrary default stand were created with viewing geometries ranging from nadir-looking
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{ 6 = 0°) to perfectly oblique { 6 - 90°). A graphical m ethod, not unlike the canopy cover

calculation in SVS, was then used to classify the ground area. In SVS the coordinates for
cam era locations exist on the perim eter o f a cube rather than on a hem isphere, therefore
this classification was perform ed w ith and w ithout the stand present to calculate visible
fraction o f the ground. The angular dependence on observable ground fraction is
presented in Figure 3.11. For a nadir-looking view, the observable ground fraction is one
m inus the canopy cover fraction, and for this particular stand, this fraction decreases

a=o°
6>=54°

w/o stand
or cos (9)

=
o
o

STAND INFORMATION

2

M ean
D b h (in ) 23.35
Ht (ft)

SD_______________
8.64

8.00

38.00

80.46 24.44 30.00

123.00

Basal area: 837.74 sq ft per acre
Number o f trees: 57 (248.29 per acre)

03

w/ Stand

I
o
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45
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75

Polar angle, 6 (degrees)

Figure 3.11. O bservable fraction o f ground area versus view in g angle for an
arbitrary stand.
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90

linearly until

48°. Here the observable ground fraction begins to increase, which

suggests the following generalizations: (i.) the observation vector intersecting the center
of the plot is beneath the canopy base height, (ii.) the canopy is no longer a significant
ground obstruction, and (iii.) the boles of the tress are the dominate obstruction. After 9
» 60° the observable ground fraction falls off as the polar angle approaches a profile
view.
Simulating angular dependence is certainly more cost effective than creating an
actual photo series, though ground-truthing may be necessary for validation purposes.
Computer simulations also allow a greater variety of stands to be investigated - only
limited by the libraries in SVS. Furthermore the ability to ascertain the influence of
individual stand characteristics on angular dependence offers an opportunity to perform a
sensitivity analysis. Again this approach only takes into account the geometrical
representation of a stand that resides on zero slope. Although it can generate the
dimensional parameters required in a radiative heat transfer model, such as optical
distance or the path length of a chord through the canopy, it does not fully address
transmission where total attenuation depends on the magnitude of the source intensity and
an extinction coefficient.

3.S.2.4. Projecting torching trees and running crown fires onto ground cells
Methods used to georegister high oblique thermal images essentially develop a
relationship between the object’s location in the image and the object’s location on the
landseape. This implies that any object in the scene necessarily references a real world
coordinate regardless of its’ height above ground level. Consequently, the top of a tall
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object will be projected onto a ground cell behind its’ base location in line with the
observation vector. A thermal sequence of an individual torching tree, for instance, will
appear as a surface fire running away from the camera once it is projected onto the
landscape. Therefore georegistered scenes containing crown fire activity must be
carefully interpreted otherwise hot gas, water vapor, and aerosols radiating volumetrically
above the ground will be mapped to a ground location. Spikes in the FRE and area
profiles attributed to an isolated torching tree (Figure 3.6) are genuine, however absolute
values are exaggerated since the line-of-site distance artificial increases as the flame
transitions into the crown and extends above the tree top.
Although this limitation seems to confine thermal observations to ground and
surface fires, it does have an interesting counterpart. If the base of a tree is geolocated,
and it is assumed that a torching tree produces a purely buoyant column, pixel-to-pixel
displacements in a thermal image could be attributed to elevational differences rather
than horizontal. Working backwards in this manner allows thermal structure along the
vertical axis to be profiled as a function of height above ground level and time.

3.6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Although the camera was successfully dispatched to a wildland fire, a groundbased approach more likely offers an opportunity to study and document vegetative fires
prescribed for resource benefit. Further coordination with various end users in the
wildland fire community will help identify the appropriate suite of intelligence products
requested by fire managers, and a further understanding of the universal limitations of a
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ground-based observation will ultimately lead to a more efficient, more effective
deployment.
All future work hinges on software development and algorithm improvement,
therefore the following is a brief description of the revisions that should be considered in
the next generation of FRE analyses:
•

besides line of site distances, create two additional 256x236 matrices during
georegistration: observation angle, j3, and fuel type.

•

at each possible fire pixel, incorporate an expanding a window to characterize
background temperatures and allow relative detection criteria to be applied at
lower camera ranges.

•

provide the capability of spatially subsetting an image sequence so that an area
of interest (AOI) can be investigated.

•

as the algorithm iterates through the image, and through the sequence,
concurrently calculate FRE via the three methods for comparison (the MIR
method, the semi-empirical approach, and Stefan Boltzmann’s Law).

Simulations should be conducted in order to identify sub-pixel thermal distributions
(fraction, />„ and temperature, 7)) giving rise to a particular brightness temperature.
Furthermore, the magnitude of IR attenuation due to atmospheric and canopy interactions
should be quantified in order to determine which has the larger influence under a variety
of conditions. And finally, similar to the laboratory experiment, an increase in the
temporal variation in FRE and area should be related to an increase, or fluctuation, in fire
activity.
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Aside from pursuits internal to the calculation of fire radiative energy,
measurements obtained with the TVS-8500 should be compared to alternate
quantification methods for validation. For instance, once an image of a landscape fire is
georegistered, perimeters can he generated, and by exploiting the temporal resolution
obtained with the TVS-8500, sequences of time-stamped perimeters could be used to
calculate rates of spread at the fire’s edge. The location of the fireline, coupled with an
associated rate of spread, could then be used to calibrate FARSITE. FARSITE is a
spatially explicit, time dependent fire spread model that must be calibrated to actual fire
growth in order to overcome (i) inaccurate or unresolved weather, fuels, and topographic
inputs, and (ii) assumptions inherent to the spread model itself (Finney, 1998). At
present, spread-rate adjustment factors are determined subjectively, therefore any
refinement in this approach could improve fire behavior predictions.
After an incident, the reconstruction of a wildland or prescribed fire event in
FARSITE could provide an alternate estimation of the total heat released and total
amount of fuel consumed as predicted by the BumUp model. Since heat release and fuel
consumption rates are summed over the entire spatial domain of the simulation, the fuel
model input to FARSITE must be clipped to (i) a swath width equal to the horizontal
field of view of the camera, and (ii) the viewshed. Unfortunately this limits ignition
locations to within an area visible only from Blue Mountain Lookout and forces a new
ignition pattern for each viewing geometry.
With the ability to subset an area of interest, sequences of thermal images offers
an opportunity to perform point, line, and area trend analyses. Point trends can be used to
examine the pre-heating of fuels and subsequent thermal decay, line trends can provide
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insight into the structure and propagation of a fire front, and area trends can be used
examine radiative emissions from specific locations on the landscape. Aside from fuel
consumption and trace gas and aerosol emissions, measurements in the past have been
used to study the effect of temperature and duration on the breakdown of plant tissue,
seedling survival, bole damage, tree scorch height, and crown mortality (Agee, 1993).
Depending on the sensor-to-target distance, however, individual vegetative forms may
not be fully resolved. For the viewing geometry obtained on Blue Mountain Lookout, a
plot would be the smallest experimental unit in which to correlate fire effects. If the fuel
loading is determined from ground surveys, both before and after the fire, survey
assessments and thermal measurements of fuel consumption made at the plot level could
be compared to one another. Although this sampling scheme appears well suited for
assessing fire severity, the influences o f target emissivity, sub-pixel thermal distribution,
and atmospheric and canopy attenuation on retrieved brightness temperature must also be
considered.
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APPENDIX A: Fire radiative energy { F R E m i r j v s ) and fire area projected onto the
FPA {A j) for thermal sequences of the Black Mountain 2 Fire
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APPENDIX A: Fire radiative energy {FRE mir, t v s ) and fire area projected onto the
FPA {Aj) for thermal sequences of the Black Mountain 2 Fire
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